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MINUTES
TUESDAY, NOVEMHElt 11, l!Hl

::U:oruing Se slon
F. G. Clark, Presiding
Th11 19th Annual onference of the Presidents of Negro Lan<l
Grant Colleges opened promptly at 10 a. m., 1ovember 11, 1941, in the
conference room of the Wabash Avenue Y. M. C. A., with President F.
G. Clark, Louisiana, presiding i11 the absence of President J. R. E. Lee,
Florida, who was unable to be present clue to a fire at his school.
(See p, 1 U
Prayer was given by President-Emeritus J . S. Clark,
Louisiana. Brief comments were made by President F. G. Clark. He
concluded by introducing Alderman Benjamin Grant, of Chicago, who
greeted the conference, in behalf of the city of Chicago. ( •ee JJ. J.i.)
The message from Frank.tin D. Roosevelt, President of the United
States, was read by the secretary, R. B. Atwood. ( ee v. /,'J .J President John W. Davis asked that proper recognition be given lhe letter
from the President of the United States and that it be published in the
proceedings.

Dr. R. A. Seaton, Director of Engineering Science and Management, Defense Training, U. S. Office or Education, was the first speaker
of the conference. His subject was "Training for the National Defense
Program: Its Meaning, Its Objectives, and Its Relationship to the
egro Land Grant College Program." He was followed by Major
Campbell C. Johnson, Executive Assistant, Selective Service System,
who spoke on "Significant Social, Health, Educational, and Occupational Facts Revealed Through the Selective Service System." (Sc
p. 18.) Questions were submitted for discussion, which followed the
address by T. Arnold Hill, who spoke on "National Defense Training
through the r ational Youth Administration." Mr. Hill is connected
with the Division or egro Affairs, the National Youth Administration.
Discussion was led by President B. F. Hubert, Georgia. Others
participated freely. The secretary, R. B. Atwood, read telegrams and
letters of greeting. The body voted to accept the invitation of the
· Chicago Defender lo visit th Chicago Defender's Cooking School Wednesday, November 12, at 12:30 p. m.
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1941

Afternoon Si's Ion
William H. Bell, Presiding
A partial verbal report of the Executive Committee was made by
President John W. Davis, West Virginia, on the progress of the committee's activity.
The first speaker for the afternoon was Mr. A. L. Foster, the
Chicago Urban League, whose subject was "Absorbing the Negro
Trainee into Defense Industry- the North." Mr. Clarence A. Laws, the
New Orleans Urban League, was unable to be present but his address
was malled in and is included in the proceedings: "Absorbing the
Negro Trainee into Defense Industry- the South."
(See p. U.J
"Aligning the Land Grant Coll ege Program for More Effective Work
in the National Defense Training," was the address by Mr. J. C. Evans.
Regional Director, Offi ce of Production Management. Alderman Earl
B. Dickerson, Member, President's Fair Employment Practices Committee, Chicago, concluded the afternoon session of speeches with the
address "Problems and Solutions in Em ployment in Relation to
Preparation for National Defense."
President G. L. Harrison, Oklahoma, was leader for the di3cussion of the afternoon, in which many participated actively.

'l.'UESUAY, ~OVEJUilE]t 11,

mu

Banquet Se sion
F. G. Clark, Presiding
The banquet of the Conference was held at Morris Perfect Eat
Shop, 410 E. 47th St., at 6:30 p. m. Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, President, Howard University, Washington, D. C., was the guest of the occasion and gave the principal address. The folJowing guests attended
the banquet: 0. 0. Morris, R. B. Atwood, F. G. Clark, John W. Davis,
B. F. Hubert, J. H. Gadson, Jr., W. R. Banks, F. D. Bluford, R. S.
Grossley, J. S. Clark, W. H. Bell, W. J . Hale, M. W. John son, J. E.
Taylor, T. J. Jordan, G. W. Gore, E. A. Miller, Thomas Posey, W. J .
Wallace, L. A. Toney, M. M. Hubert, E. B. Dickerson, D. C. Jon es, W.
A. Robinson, G. L. Harrison, Richard A. Harewood, J. C. Evans, laude
Barnett, R. O'Hara Lanier, John M. Gandy, Mrs. Myrtle Phillips, Mrs.
Elizabeth West Smith, Mrs. Claude Barnett, Mrs. w. H. Bell, Mrs.
M. W. Johnson, and John M. Gandy, Jr.
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W.EDNF.SDA Y, NOVEMBER 12, 1941

Jioming Session
John M. Gandy, Presiding
In the absence of President Gandy, President F. G. Clark opened
the meeting. President-Emeritus J. S. Clark made a few remark,i
and introduced the following Negro Agricultural Extension Leaders:
D. C. Jones, Teacher Trainer of Langston, Oklahoma.
E. A. Mill!ir, Director of Industrial Education, Langston, Oklahoma.
J. E. Taylor, State Agent, Oklahoma.
T. J. Jordan, State Agent, Louisiana.
M. M. Hubert, State Agent, Mississippi.
L. A. Toney, State Agent, West Virginia.
Honorable M. L. Wilson, Director, Agricultural Extension Service,
made the first address of the session, "The Place of Agricultural Extension Work Among Negroes in Relation to the Total Agricultural
Extension Service Pattern." ( flee v. .2? .) The next speaker was
Honorable Reuben Brigham, Assistant Director, Agricultural Extension Service, whose subject was "Report of Progress of Special Committee Studying Agricultural Extension Work Among Negroes." Mr.
Brigham stated that he was glad to be in the meeting as the occasion
provided opportunity for exchange of information that would be helpful in subsequent meetings between the Committee 011 Agricultural Extension Work Among Negroes and the Sub- ommittee of the Southern
Extension Directors. After pointing to the splendid work being clone
by Messrs. T. M. Campbell and J. B. Pierce, of Tuskegee and Hampton
respectively, and after talking about extension work generally and
work among Negroes in particular, he read from his letter that had
been sent to President John W. Davis, Chairman of the Committee on
Agricultural Extension Among Negroes. Mr. Brigham further pointed
out that as soon as our group was ready he would arrange for a meeting of the two committees referred to above. President Davis followed
Mr. Brigham and pointed out that his committee was making a study
of the subject and when this is completed he would notify Mr. Brigham
so the above meetin~ can be arrnnged.
During the period allotted for business, the following committees
were appointed:
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Committee on Association of Lancl Grant

alleges ancl Universities:

John W. Davis, Chairman
W.R. Banks
R. B. Atwood
Committee on Publicity:
R. B. Atwood, Chairman
W. H. Bell
G. W. Gore
Committee on American Boystown Corporation, Inc.:
Dr. J. S. Clark, Chairman
W. J. Hale
J . R. E. Lee
J.M. Gandy
R. S. Grossley
F. G. Clark
Committee on Nominations:
J. W. Davis, Chairman
J. B. Watson
W. H. Bell
Committee on Auditing:
W. J. Hale, Chairman
R. S. Grossley
F. D. Bluford
Committee on Agricultural Extension Servi ce Among NegrOt'!I:
J. W. Davis, Chairman
R. B. Atwood
F . D. Patterson
W.R. Banks
M. S. MacLean
F. D. Bluford
Charles H. Thompson
Doxey Wilkerson
F. G. Clark
J . B. Watson
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lVEDNESnAr, :NOVEIDlElt 12, 19H

Aftemoon Se sion
J. B. Watson, Presiding
Mr. Thomas N. Roberts, Special Assistant to the Director of Personnel, U. S. Department o[ Agriculture, was the first speaker of the
afternoon. His subject was, "Opportunities or the Negro Land Grant
Colleges for the Training of Workers in Agriculture," (see 11. 31),
afte r which State Extension Agent J. E. Taylor, Oklahoma, made a
few remarks. President W. R. Banks, Texas, then spoke on the subject "Some Persistent Problems in the Negro Land Grant College Complex or Significance to the Agricultural Extension Service." ( ·ec 7J.
38.) Next, Professor Doxey Wilkerson, Howard
niversity, Washington, D. C., made a preliminary report on his study entitled "An Analysis
of Agricultural Extension Work Among Negroes."
(Published as
separate document.) Dr. W. E. B. DuBois was the final .·peaker for
the arternoon. His subject was "A Program for the Land Grant Colleges." ( ee p. J!.) Following ::i. short discussion, the following business was transacted. It was moved by President Davis and seconded
by President Banks, that a committee be appointed to study the proposal suggested in the address of Dr. DuBois and recommend its findings to the Exectttlve Committee. Motion was also carried that copies
of Secretary Wickard's statement relative to Extension Work Among
Negroes be sent to Negro State Leaders of Agricultural Extension.

'.l'Jll'RSJJAY, ~Ol'EMBEJt 13, 1911
F. D. Blu[ord, Presiding
The final meetini of the Conference o! the Presidents of ·egro
Land Grant Colleges began at 10 a. m. Mr. James W. Washington,
founder and president o! American Boystown Corporation, Inc., placed
before the body the idea of an American Negro Boystown. He asked
for the endorsement of the Conference and the appointment of a commission to help shape Boystown. A committee on this matter was
appointed. (See p. 8.)
President R. B. Atwood made a report on the Negro College Cooperative Study. (, ee p . .i,.J Mr. W.
. Elam, Agent for Special
Groups in Agricultural Education, made an oral report on the progress
of the Negro in the departments in Vocational Agriculture. There followed a short discussion begun by President Davis when he raised the
question on the New Farmers of America and its transfer of control
to the U. S. Office of Education. Mr. Elam explained legal difficulties
in connection with the government furnishing material and visiting K.
F. A. unless the organization was under government control.
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President Malcolm S. MacLean, Hampton Institute, Virginia, was
the final speaker. He discussed "Possibilities for General Education
in Negro Land Grant Colleges." Before the general discuss ion of
Pres. MacLean's address, Dr. Robert Weaver, Office of Production
Management, Labor Division, made a few remarks concerning the orflee of Production Management.
The report of the Committee on Audit was made by President R. S.
Grossley; the report of the Executive ommittee was made by President W. H. Bell; the report of the Treasurer was made by President
John M. Gandy, and the report of the Secretary was made by President R. B. Atwood. All were adopted.
The following committee was appointed to work with Mr. Thomas
N. Roberts on implementing the training program in the colleges with
the work opportunities in agriculture:
R. O'Hara Lanier, Hampton, Chairman.
B. F. Hubert, Georgia.
J. L. Lockett, Virginia.
The Committee on Nominations made the following report:
For President, Malcolm S. MacLean, Hampton Institute.
For Vice-President, G. L. Harrison, Oklahoma.
For Secretary, R. B. Atwood, Kentucky.
For Treasurer, J. M. Gandy, Virginia.
For Executive Committee:
F. G. Clark, Louisiana, Chairman.
W. H. Bell, Mississippi.
J. W. Davis, West Virginia.
J. B. Watson, Arkansas.
W. R. Banks, Texas.
F. D. Bluford, North Carolina.
R. S. Grossley, Delaware.
F. D. Patterson, Tuskegee.
The report was adopted and the Secretary instructed to cast one
ballot for the Association. After this ballot was cast the newly elected
officers were installed by President J. R. E. Lee, of Florida.
It was moved and seconded that the next meeting be held at the
zame time and place as the Association of Land Grant Colleges and
Universities. The motion was carried.
A rising vote of thanks was given to the retiring President, F. G.
Clark, for the excellence of his program and meeting.
Adjournment.
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REPORTS
REPORT Ol' TilE Al'l>l'fl~G COIDIITTEE

Your Auditing Committee has examined the reports of Secretary
and Treasurer and has found them to be correct in accordance with
the facts and data submitted therewith.
Respectfully submitted,
W. J. HALE, Chairman.
R. S. GROSSLEY,
F. D. BLUFORD.
UEPOJtT Ol' Tlrn EXECl'.l' IVE COMMITTEE

Mr. President, Members of the Conference:
I have the honor to submit the following report of the Executive
Committee with recommendations:
(1) Because of similarity in aims and objectives we believe it
will facilitate some of the matters in which we are interested to sustain constant and continuous relations with the Committee on Relations with Negro Land Grant Colleges of the Association of Land Grant
Colleges and Universities.
(2) In addition to the information which has been assembled
on Cooperative Extension Work particularly with respect to funds, it
would be wise and expedient to take the same steps with all Federal
appropriations which support the Land Grant College program, pointIng out clearly those funds in which the Negro Land Grant Colleges
share and those in which they do not share. We shou ld like to know
why they do not share in certain fU'llds, or preferably how they may
share in them.
Proper resolutions based upon findings should be presented to t!H,
U. S. Commissioner of Education and other govemmental authorities
concerned, petitioning !or eq uity in the distribution of all Land Grant
College appropriations.
(3) It would seem worthwhile to look into the increasing aumber of or~anizatlons being formed by members of our faculties , such
as the Association of Agricultural Workers. It is especially urged
that the long established policy of this Conference be enforced of
having representatives of our departments of agriculture including Cooperative Extension Work, home economics including Cooperative Extension Work, and mechanic arts attend our annual meetings with the
privilege of holding departmental sessions it they desire.
(4) The institutions represented in this Conference are urged
to lend vigorous support to the New Farmers of America, developed by
Negroes and we hope that it will be left under Negro leadership, local,
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state, and Federal. It is further urged that a committee wait upon the
proper authorities, state and Federal, either in person or In writing to
the end of expressing these sentiments.
(5) We propose that a committee be appointed to orient the implications of the address or Dr. DuBois in the in structional program
of the institutions represented in this Conference.
(6) We propose a committee to work with Mr. Thomas N. Roberts,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, on the integration of Negroes in the
service of the Department.
(7) We wish to go on record as endorsing the present annual
state-wide 4-H Club meetings as the most effective means of reaching the largest possible numbers of rural boys and girls who would
be unable financially to travel greater distances.
Respectfully submitted,
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
John W. Davis, West Virginia
J. B. Watson, Arkansas
Vi'. R. Banks, Texas
F. D. Bluford, North arolina
R. S. Grossley, Delaware
Wm. H. Bell, Mississippi (Chairman)

P.AR'l'UL REPORT OF TUE 'fUL\ nrnR COXl-'EHE~CE OF
PRF. IJ)E~TS 01-' ~EGJlO LAX]) GRA~•r COLLl-:GES

Bn]once in Bank- December, 1940 ______ _______ ____ ________________

$181 81

Receipts :
Deposited-November 7, 1941 _______________________ _
Membership dues as r eceived from
R. B. Atwood for the collegPs listed
below: $20.00- Each college
Tuskegee Institute
Hampton Institute
Prairie View State College
Deposited-November 10, 1941. _____________________ _
Membership dues as received from
R. B. Atwood for the colleges listed
below: $20.00-Each college
Fort Valley State College
Alcorn A & M College

$60 00

40 00

100 00
$281 81
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Disbursements:
January 23-Collection Cost ___ __ __ ____ __________ __ ___
F ebruary 7- A. A. Abraham __ _______ __ ____ __ _____ _
May 20- John W. Davis -·- ---··-- ------ -- -------- -----October 22- Roberts Printing Co. (Letterheads)
Roberts Printing Company ____ __ ___ _

$

35
3
13
111

10
00
00
00
00
162 10

BALANCE ON HAND-as of November 10, 1941__ __
$119 71
J OHN M. GANDY, Treasurer.

MESSAGES

Dr. Felton G. Clark:
President,
Conference of Presidents of
Negro Land Grant Colleges,
Southe rn Univers ity,
Scotla ndville, Louisiana.
Chicago, Ill., l\ovember 10, 1941.
Dr. Felton G. Clarke:,
Y. M. C. A. Building, 3763 Wa bash Ave., Chicago:
Dear Sir. Chicago Defend er s extends an invitation to you and your
co-workers to vis it the Chi ca go Defend er s Cooking School which is now
in session at the Parkway Ballroom, 4445 South P a rkway, and see the
equipment in our model kitchen. Mrs. Matti e L . Handy is in charge.
We shall be plea sed to have yon visit our plant. Also Wednesday will
be the best day. May your stay be pleasant and profitable. Ve ry truly
yours,
THE ROBERT S. ABBOTT PUBLISHING CO.,
George Denison, Secretary-Treasurer.
Dr. Felton G. Clark, President o fth e Conference of Presidents of Land
Grant Colleges, Y. M. C. A., 3763 South Wabash Ave.:
On eve of my departure for Chicago yesterday fire broke out in
one of the girls ' dormitories making it necessary to remain here today.
Will reach Chicago Wednesday morning. Regret inability to s erve at
opening meeting.
J. R. E. LEE, President.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 5, 1941

Deer Dr. Clark1

In replying to your letter or October twenty■ ennth,

I wish to e.esure you that I deeply apprec111.te

the splendid cerv1ce which your group or 1natitut1one
has rendered the Nation during the pa■ t and the interest
which 1t now manifest& 1n cooperating with our national
defense effort. We look to the institutions of higher
learning for the intelligent leadership necessary 1n
preservilli: and promoting tbs c1v111an morale which 11
■o essential to our preparation■ for national defense.
Never 1n our history have we needed more tluln
at present the active loyalty of all citi7.ena 1n maintaining our free 1na~itutione Md 1n. work1Di: towar~ the
realization of t·he principles upon which ~ democracy
1 ■ fOWlded.
I congratulate your organization on the
opportunity it has to share in such a significant enterprise.
Very sincerely your,,

Jlr. Felton G. Clark,
Pnddent,
Conference of Presidents of
Wecro Land-Grant College,,
Southern tJn1vers1\y,
BcoUandv1lle, LousiaAa.
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ADDRESSES

WELCOMF. ADDRESS
Benjamin A. Grant
Alderman, Third Ward
Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Presiding Officer, Gentlemen of the Conference and Friends:

I am proud to have been asked to deliver the address of greeting
at this Annual Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges.
And I do welcome you most sincerely, not only on behalf of the Mayor
of Chicago and other public officials; but particularly on behalf of the
color11d citizens of this great metropolis.

This conclave has met here today to discuss, and endeavor to find,
solutions of problems pertaining to the education of our boys and girls
-our young men and women. And to replenish that heritage of learning for which we have struggled and striven so valiantly. No city is
more appropriate for this purpose than the City of Chicago, whose
first settler was a black man- Jean Baptiste Pont du Sable.
Education imparts knowledge, and who has greater need of
knowledge than the 1egro. Education develops a sense of right, of
duty, and of honor. And more and more, in these times, we find that
the salvation of nations is largely dependent upon the possession
of these attributes by the citizens of those nations. It is a fine thing to
foster ideals, but the finer thing is that they be put in practice In a
.· real world.
We are all agreed that this nation of ours is facing a crisis- one
of the gravest In her entire history. A crisis in which sacrifices must
be made, and burdens shared by white and black alike. You have
· gathered here to give a new significance to Americanism- the establishment of a perfect equality of opportunity to do our share.
I wish to ~p ur you on in your endeavor to thus fashion here In
. America, a Negro race of mighty men and women , who will exemplify
i_n a higher type of citizenship, the cardinal principles of loyalty, fearlessness, and sincerity.
I welcome you in the trust that through the efforts of this conference there may come into being a race of black Americans who know
not the meaning of insincerity, who have a loyalty not born of selfishness, a fearlessness that dares to stand alone, and a dynamic energy
.,that ,will carry these qualities into the very fibres of our social and
poiiUcal life.
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IMPLICATIO"

OF

ELECTIVE

ERVI E FA T

TO
LE,\DF.R

IX THE FIELD 01'' ED CATIO.\

Major Campbell C. Johnson. Executive Assistant to the Director
of Selective Service, Washington, D. C.
"The purpose of Selective Service Is to secure an orderly, just,
and democratic metbod whereby the military manpower of the nlted
States may be made available for training and service in the land
and naval forces of the United States, as provided by the Congress,
with the least possible disruption of the social and economic life of the
Nation."
In order to carry out this purpose, a system of registration,
classification and selection, and delivery for Induction has been developed, which has resulted in the most thorough socio-physical study
to which any very large segment of our population has been subjected.
Through July 1, 1941, 17,775,102 men between the ages of 21 and 36
years had been registered. Of this number, 15,687,348 were white and
1,889,754 or 10.7 per cent were Negroes. Today more than 75 per
cent of these men have been classified and fully 2½ million physically
examined.
Tabulations are not yet complete but suffi cient information is
available to enable reasonably accurate statements to be made regarding the social, economic, and physical conditions of the young
men of this Nation between the ages of 21 and 36 year s.
The basic objective of the elective Service System is to provide
sufficient manpower of required lntelll~ence and physical perfection
for the military defense of our Nation. This must be done with full
realization of the fact that modern warfare r equires approximately
eighteen men in our industrial and agricultural economy to keep one
man effective as a part of a modern military fighting machine.
The high degree of mechanization of the modern army and navy
has placed an enormous responsibility on industry. Hence the skilled
personnel of industry must not be depleted to provide men for the
armed forces. Every man who is needed to do a necessary job must
be left undisturbed in that job.
The Selective Service System must accomplir.h Its objective wit~out disrupting unduly the social life of the Nation. The matter pf
family support must be given every consideration. A man who h~s
dependents rightfully dependent on him for support to a reasonable
degree ls best left to carry on that r esponsibility. The ation would
gain nothing by disrupting the economic stability of its home life.
Physicians, dentists, and veterinarians, are needed in the military forces, but they are needed also among the civilian population
of our Nation. It is necessary to give due weight to the fact that the
supply of these professions must not be shut off. Injudicious selec-
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tion of these men for military service would result in civilian hardship. Failure to permit students in training for these professions to
continue would have the disastrous effect of stopping the flow of
new men into these essential professions.
There are men who have religious scruples against war and some
even against military training. These scruples are respected.
Lait Spring after a considerable number of men had been Inducted Into the Army, it was found that the rate of illiteracy was
very high, particularly among Inductees from the Fourth and Eighth
Corps Areas. These Corps Areas cover the Southern Section of our
country. In order to remedy this situation, the Army placed a requirement of the equivalent of fourth grade ed ucation as a minimum
standard of acceptability for all inductees. Since May 15, 1941, this
standard has been applied.
The physical standards have been placed very high. In determining whether men meet the standard, two sets of examinations have
been conducted. Registrants, who are not deferred for other reasons
amt, therefore, are considered potential lass I-A, are given thorough physical examinations by local board examining physicians before being so classified. Then on reaching the Army induction station,
they are given a final examination by Army medical officers.
Official position, prior service in the military forces, and moral
unfitness are also causes for deferment.
This sifting process known as classification makes every effort
to guarantee the operation of the Selective Service System's part In
our selective compulso ry military training and servi ce program in
consonance with our highest democratic Ideals and the best interests
of our national life. When a hundred registrants have gone through
this process, it Is found for the Nation as a whole that approximately
twelve are classified for general military service.
In addition to the positive directives for the classification of men
tl~ere Is In the Selective Training and Service Act two prohibitory
provisions guaranteeing against discrimination in the entire program
because of race or color. One of them should be quoted. In Section 4 (a) there Is this la use: Provided, That in the selection and
training of men under t is Act, and in the interpretation and execution of the provisions of this Act, there i;hall be no discrimination
against any person on account of race or color.
The Selective Service System bas been making every efl'ort to
operate within the Jetter and spirit of this provision. More than 1700
Negroes are serving as members of the various functional groups of
the System throughout the country. There ar e 237 local board members, 27 government appeal agents, 452 examining physicians and dentists, 58• registrants advisory board members, 251 associate mem•
bers or registrants advisory boards, 63 medical advisory board members, 10 members of appeal boards and many others serving in various relationships to 'ational and State Selective Service Headquar-
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ters. Additional :--:-egroes are being appointed constantly to these
groups.
Let us consider the operation or the deferm ent provis ions among
Negro young men and the important social , health, educational, and
occupational facts deduced lherpfrom.
Selective Service Regulation s provid e that deferment shall be
granted any registrant upon whom one or more per sons depend for
support in a reasonable manner. P r sons r ecognized as acceptable
dependents under this ruling arc regi strant's wife, divorced wife,
children, child, parent, grandparent, brother or sister, or a pen,on
under 18 years of age, or a person of an y age who is physically or
mentally handicapped whose support th e r egistra nt has ass umed in
good faith. Most of the persons deferr d und er this provision are, of
course, heads of families.
lassification records show that • 'egro deferm ents because of
dependency are proportionately only s lightly lower than for white
registrants throughout the Xatic,n, Recent fi gures show that 69.4
per cent of all while registrant.1 ch ~;;lflerl have been deferred because
or dependency and 66.8 per cent of all egro r egis trants. There Is approximately 10 per cent differ nee between th e percentage of white
and Negro registrants deferred In this category In states which do not
recognize common-law marriagP. Selective ervlce officials In these
states tell of having to refu e deferment to young men bcause no
legal marriage existed. Where children have been born of this relationship deferment is granted, of course, on th e basis of the dependency of the children Involved.
Presumably more of our young men live with women in a common-law relationship than llo young while men. This means that
there are among them a larger proportion of unstable homes. The
effect of such homes upon the lives and character s of children coming
out of them is well-known particularly to social workers and educators. They, together with our religious leaders, have a challenge in
this situation to impress upon our young people the great importance
of establishing stable American homes through the accepted pro~
cedure of marriage instead of assuming the unconventional, commonlaw relationship.
It is considered "in the national interest and or paramount importance to our national defense that civilian activities which are·
c?ntributing to the national health, safety, and interest should be
<hsrupted as little as possible, consistent with the fundamental purpose of the Selective Training and Service Act." Registrants, who
may be considered "necessary men" in Industry, business, employment, agricultural pursuit, governmental service, or In any other
service or endeavor, are deferred . They are also deferred when
~hey are in training or preparation for such jobs. They may be deerred even though they are sea onally or temporarily not engaged in
the "necessary" job for which they are prepared.
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Very few NegroeB have been deferred as "necessary men" in
civilian occupations. The rate of deferment in this class for white
registrants Is ten times that for Negroes, indicating, we might well
assume, the kind of jobR and positions generally held by Negroes
throughout the country. Deferment is also granted men engaged in
national defense Industry. The proportion of Negroes deferred for
this reason is even smaller. This fact has significance to educators
and to those interested in the integration of Negroes in our occupational life at all levels. It certainly indicates that the Negro occupies far less than his share of the jobs which, by today's measure,
are considered necessary. He is found in a seriously disproportionate number of jobs where he can easily be replaced and, in a matter
of minutes, another man can be instructed to do the worll which probably he has been doing for five or ten years.
We may find in this condition proof that we are not educating
our young men to do many of the important jobs in today's world. Particularly are we not educating enough of our young men to fill skilled
positions in this mechanized age.
This fact Indicates also that employment opportunities are not
open as freely to Negroes as to members of other racial group3. We
have had Presidential recognition of the fact that there is such a
thing as discrimination in employment of qualified workers because
of the color of their skin.
Two problems are presented by the wide variance in the rate of
deferment of Negro and white registrants in Class 11 as ·•necessary
men." The first is the problem of education to do the necessary and
the skilled jobs In today's world. The secontl is the problem of opening employment opportunities to our young men who hnvc been
trained to do the important and the skilled jobs. As educators, you
are challenged to accomplish the solution of the former and stimulate
activity leading to the solution of the latter.
An alarming number of men have been rejected for army service because of educational deficiency. It was found last Spring
that the Army was receiving too high a percentage of men of interior
Intelligence. The modern army with its highly mechanized equipment requires more skill and education and indeed more general intelligence thaa the old army. It is no longer a question merely of
placing a rifle in a man's hantls and teaching him to shoot straight.
Coast defense and anti-aircraft guns, tanks, anti-tank equipment,
bombing and pursuit planes, radio communication, and engineering
science which has become quitE' important because or the wide use of
demolition in modern warfare, all act together to require intelligent
manpower.
The intelligence tests conducted last Spring showed that less
than 1 per cent of the Negro selectees were classified as of superior
Intelligence against 9½ per cent of the white selectees, while more
than 50 per cent of the Negro selectees were classified as of inferior
Intelligence and only 8 per C"ent of the white selectees.
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The tourth grade educational standard established by the Army
has resulted In more than 150,000 men b Ing r ejected for milltar:,,
service. The egro rate of rejection Is much higher than the white.
In some states it has reached more than 21 per cent of all those examined. The rates for the southern states are as follows:
State
¼ White No. White
District of Columbia
0.2
39
Oklahoma
...............
1.6
1,4 6
Maryland
............. ...
1.7
3 9
Virginia
3.4
3,886
. ·········· ......
Alabama
.................
1,820
1.6
Arkansas
................
3.0
2,667
Florida
..................
1.4
796
Georgia
3.2
4,461
............. ·····
Louisiana
................
4.6
4,427
Mississippi
...............
1.9
707
North Carolina .............
3,881
~-6
South Carolina .............
3.1
2,236
Tennessee
............. ..
3.7
4,192
Kentucky
............... '
4.4
6,336
West Virginia ..............
1.6
1,6 1

~'<

egro . o. Negro
6.2
3.7
12.
16.2
8.7
16.3
17.4
19.9
21.6
16.4
16.8
21.4
9.4
6.4
3.4

496
335
1,241
5,970
5,071
4,304
4,766
14,401
11,33G
6,185
8,86i
11,293
2,315
603
226
I..,

Two, of the several important Inferences to be drawn trom the
high rate of rejection of both whitt> and Negro selectees for educational
deficiency, are:
(1) Whether a state provides educational facilities for its citizens
is no longer solely a state matter but Is a matter of national concern. It has a definite bearing upon the ability of the s tate to provide its quota of manpower for . at!onal Defense.
(2) Since the need for military manpowe r is not diminished by
the higher standards required by the Army, states with low rejection
rates for educational deficiency, ruay find them selves making up deficits in manpower unless an educational program can be established
immediately that will increase the availability of men in states with
high rejection rates. This comes very close home to you as educators.
It is a challenge to you to devise programs that wlll make the Negro
equally as available as the white citizen of your states for milltary
service to bis country.
Educational programs are being planned and in some states are
already being established. It is hoped that the Land-Grant Colleges
will find it possible to cooperate in these programs. It should be re- .
membered In connection with this educational program and other
rehabilitation and prehabilltation programs directed at Improving the
health of the Nation's young men that the Selective Service program
u?der the present law has four more years to run and it is quite possible that it may be continued beyond that time. Our interest, therefore, is not only in young men now 21 years of age and registered un-
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der the Selective Service System but also in boys of all ages who will
be subject eventually to the Selective Training and Service Act.
Deferments because of physical disability have shown an interesting racial pattern. Negro registrants show a lower rate of rejection
for most diseases than white registrants. Their record is much better
than the average for the principal causes of physical rejections-defective teeth and eyes. Even in tuberculosis, the Negro rate Is more
favorable. The Negro is more frequently afflicted with heart di!ease
and certain hernias than are white men. But the health picture would
be very encouraging were it not for the fact that in a particular type
of diseases the Negro rate is extremely high. I am speaking of
venereal diseases, gonorrhea and i=;yphiHs. The excellent record built
up by a low rate of physical r ejection for other causes is nullified by
the abnormally high rate of rej ection for venereal disease.
The venereal rate among Negroes has run as high as 10 to 15 to 1.
In at least one instance it has run considerably higher. These diseases
for very good r easo ns are known as the social diseases. They are
largely the result of ignoran ce, bad housing, low income, inadequate
police protection, and poor medical service. As educators, you can help
eliminate these factors, particularly the factor of ignorance. I am
referring not only to general ignorance but specifically to ignorance
as to the serious nature of venereal diseases and their cause and cure.
This ignorance might be r emoved by more effective programs of health
education beginning far clown in the educational system.
The question of the control of venereal diseases among young
Negro men is of prime importance. In one sta te out of the tlrst 15,517
Negro registrants exam ined, 4,577 were found to have syphilis. In
another state of 12,134 egroes exam ined, 2,732 had this disease.
Over a period of five. months an a larming reco rd was made at
induction stations for another s tate. During this time 2,432 white
selectees and 1,668 Negroes were received who had been examined and
declared fit for general military service. Three white men and 123
Negroes reported with active cases or gonorrhea acquired presumably
between exami nation by loca l board physicians and examination by
the Army doctors. a period of from two to six weeks. Only 40 per
cent of the men involved were Negroes. The rate of recent Infection
was 61 times higher among these young egro men. At the same
stations, the rate of r ejection for mental deficiency, not Illiteracy,
during the same period was Vl7 times higher amon~ Negroes than
among white selectees.
Most of the men now s uffering from sy philis and gonorrhea may
be made suitable for military servic-e through the physical r ehabilitation program being planned by the Selective Service System. An important service which can be rendered by our schools and colleges,
which goes beyond r emedial work, is to face realistically the facts that
are being discovered throughout the country and modify their hea!U1.
education programs accordingly. Something needs to be done to make
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our young men and women awnre or th \'I lou11 n l or this abnorma l
amount of venereal di a In th ra c .
This rapid survey of some or th !a<'lR di ·cov r d In the first U
months of operation or the . I cllv •
rv k Syst m has be n meant lo
acquaint you with cdu ational , ph yR l<'al, a nd i<odal condition s among
our young men.
ndoubl dly . I llv • ~1•rvk • r cord s will become
increa ingly important a!I sourc R or Information to Lhos who are interested in developing c!ucallonal , h alth , an d social programs. I
hope that members of this 'onr r n
will !I k from the el clive
Service System more complete Information on t he subjects which have
been mentioned here today. You \\ ill fi nd thP 'y:t m quit ready to
cooperate.
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Clarence A. Laws, Indu s tri a l Seer tary,
The :'llew Orl ean s rban L ag ue.
I venture to quote an excerpt from an address made by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt on Decemb r 2!l 1940. JI said, "I wou ld ask
no one to defend a democracy which in turn would not defend everyone in the nation against \I ant and privation . The strength of tbb
nation shall not be diluted by lhP failur e of th e governm nt to protect
the economic well-being of its citizens."
When I learned through Dr. Felton G. la rk, your president, that
the Conference program would in •Jude di scussion s on what you might
do to integrate Negro trainees into th e l\'at iona l Def en e program 1
was gladdened- gladdened because I know or no agency which is
more strategicall y appointed to facilitate thl , the mo::t important
matter facing Negro s at this time.
Since the securing of emplovment in defen se industries, as elsewhere, is predicated fir ·t on th e· s curing of a dequate job training, it
seems that any discussion relating to mpJoymPnt must have its
premise In training and training faciliti es. In order that th e members
of th e Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges might
ha~e a picture of our present defen e setup, I a sk your indulgence
while we r eview, briefly, the Rituation in Louisiana which nnd s
parallels not only in other states of th e South but other geographical
areas of this country as ·well.
.
During the past summer, thP public school board of ew Orleans
maugurated defense training classes and last month the first group
of trainees {all white) completed their course. Most of them w :·e
successful in obtaining employment immediately. Now, in s pite of th e
fact th at the training program for whites got its impetus from Th ~
New Orleans Urban League which called to the attention of the Boa rd
th e availability of funds for such training more than a yea r ago, the
Boa rd has not only ignored eligible Negro trainees but has stated un-
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equivocally that it will not sponsor classes for Negroes. This state- -,
ment of· racial policy has been made not only to Negro organizations, ·
but to the State Director of Defense Training and the Office of Production Management.
In order to awaken consciousness and stimulate interest in thQ ·
training program and to give prospective trainees au opportunity to ·
register their desire for defense training, The 1ew Orleans Urban
League with the cooperation of husiness, civic and religious organizations designated September 13 as DEFENSE REGISTRATION DAY in .
New Orleans; and as a result of• this effort more than 200.0.. persons
applied for defense training. The cha nge of racial policy by the local ·
National Youth Administration with regard to defense training can be
attributed, in a large measure, to this registration . The School Board,
however, remains adamant.
The defense picture in ::-lew Orleans is typical of what is happening throughout the State. gven where 'egroes are receiving vocational opportunities in conr£cs which come under the clal:!siflcation
of National Defense, the more essential trades are often not available.
Texas, because of its advantage in Yocational and trade facilities for
Negroes, has defense training on a larger Reale but does not teach
trades essential to the shipbuilding industry, namely: welding, pipefitting, sheet metal work, shipfilting and sh ip ca rpentry. Dallas, Texas,
as well as Norfolk, Virginia, ha sponsored defense regi ·tratiou
similar to that held in New Orleans as an effort to call to the atteu- .
tion. of both egroes ancl whites the unwarranted exclusion of Negro
trainees.
The President's Committee on Fair Employment Practices will have
to receiv€ complaints until some more effective system is formulated.
Discrimination against Negroes, however, is so widespread that if this
committee could give lull time to this problem . and it cannot, the.
labor shortage would have been removed before investigations could
be ·completed.
One of the serious obstaC'les which must be overcome even after
job training is secu r ed is th
breaking down r estrictive policies
which prevent Negroes from becoming affiliated with certain craftunions. The president of the Boilermakers' Union in 1ew Orleans ii,; .
alleged to have stated on being approached regarding the question of
Negro membership that 'egroes could not be members of his local
and further, that he dicl not feel that Negroes should he allowed to .
earn as much as $1.25 per hour. Letters. inquiring ot their racial
policy, to the local and International Boilermakers' Unlons affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor have gone unacknowl edged.
What is true of this union is typical of other craft-unions holding key
positions in the shipbuilding industry. Gallup Polls revealed recently
that there is a widespread belief that strikes in nefense industries are .
traceable to Communists and fellow t ravelers in labor unions. There
are many who would argue the point. 'Phe restrictive policies against
egroes by many of the nation's strongest unions, however, are an un -
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adulterated American custom which Is given priority over our democratic principles and the call tor national unity; and, thus, threaten to
undermine both.
Probably one of the most di quieting aspects or the begloomed
defense training picture as It relates to 1egroes is the unsteadiness
with which the Labor Supply Division of the Office ot Production
Management grapples with these fundam ntal probl emti. The Defense
Education and Training Bill, No. 4926, which was approved by the
House of Representatives on June 2, 1941, states that "There will be
no discrimination because of race or er d in the selection ot trainee~
for defense training courses." This bold statement of policy breaks
down, however, in the very next sentence which reads, "When there
are existing or anticipated employment opportunities in defense occupations tor Negro workers adequate provision will be made tor their
training." There ls evidence ot that same discriminatory philosophy
in the phrasing "in defense occupations for egro workers" as there
is In signs reading "For Colored Only."
The aforementioned document was approved by olonel Frank .T.
McSherry, Director of Defense •rraln!ng; Paul V. McNutt, Administrator, Federal Security Agency, and ydney Hillman, Director, Labor
Division, OPM. It seems that th pronouncements of racial policierl
in various defense agencies made in the Executive Order of President
Roosevelt on June 25, 1941, would have upplied OPM with the Implement which was sadly lacking in the Act governing education and
training ot defense workers, but apparently they have not felt disposed
to utilize this measure to the !ulle;,t extent.
When the Orleans Parish School Board refused to sponsor classes
for Negro trainees OPM In accordance with the authority vested In
it, by the Defens~ Education and Training A t contacted the State DIrector of Defense Training and advised him to train twenty Negro
welders and twenty fire bricklayers. One begins to appreciate how
absurd the request for the training of only twenty welders is when
he realizes that there was a need at that time tor 2,500 welders and
that Negroes constitute 35 per cent or the total population of rew
Orleans, and about 38 per cent of the State. The odds were eighttenths of 1 per cent against 35 per cent. The uperintendent of the
School Board in explaining the action of the Board in refusing to
train Negro s stated that the request of OPM was so small that it indicated that that agency was not serious in its request !or 'egro
welders. As a result of OPM's request to the State Director or Defense
Training, he entered into an agreement whereby the American School
of Welding, a private concern, is teaching twenty egro welders from
12 midnight to 6 a. m. A visit to this school within the past rortnlght
revealed that the person who is in charge of instruction has had no
formal training in that trade. He has a serious speech impediment
a nd at the time or the visit the men were without iron with which to
weld and several expressed the doubt that they would be able to
qualify as welders when the course is "completed" three weeks hence.
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If the training of welders seems to evince a lack of serious concern
about Negro problems in Louisiana, then the training of twenty fire
bricklayers indicates either total ignorance of the existence of more
than an adequate supply of bricklayers or type of trainees selected.
At the present time there are more than 300 unemployed bricklayers
in New Orleans alone, who hold union cards. With the small amount
of masonry which will be required on the ships under construction it
is doubtful whether more than eight or ten bricklayers will be employed, simultaneously. I believe that it is common knowledge that
bricklaying is a highly technical skill which requires from three to
four years training and often several years of apprenticeship to
master. On this basis it seems that the inexperienced men who are
presently being taught bricklaying could hardly expect to qualify in
three months as fire bricklayers or any other type of bricklayers for
that matter, even if a shortage existed in this occupation. The funds
expended herein might have been, it seems, much more judiciously
utilized.
It was estimated, recently, that the federal government Is spending more than a half billion dollars in Louisiana and Mississippi on
defense projects, completed, underway, or soon to start. Louisiana Is
receiving, approximately, $260,000,000 Of this expenditure-. This represents more than half of the total estimated Income of the entire
etate ($404,953,633) in 1937. Mississippi is receiving a little more
than $240,000,000. This Is in spite of the fact that these states rank very
low among other states found In highly industrial areas. Defense industries, army, navy, and coast guard establishments in Louisiana will
give employment to more than 100,000 men before the end of this
year, at an estimated expenditure of $116,000,000. The projects are
tor the most part new and will become permanent acquisitions of the
State.
Among the Industries holding largest defense contracts in
Louisiana are Higgins Industries which has $10,000,000 to construct
light service crafts, and the Delta Shipbuilding Company, Inc., holding defense contracts for the construction of thirty-three liberty shlpR
at an estimated cost of $60,000,000. When peak production Is reached
at these plants they will give employment to more than 12,000 workers. Defense spending in Mississippi Is similar to that In Louisiana.
The Ingalls Shipyard, Inc., in Pascagoula has one of the largest defense contracts in the entire south: $100,000,000 for shipbuilding. The
Office of Emergency Management reported recently that on October
16th only $39,263,000 in defense contracts had been awarded of the
$63,962,000 authorized for defense. The south, like other areas, has
yet to receive billions in defense contracts, which will be almost
meaningless to Negroes without training.
The first and probably most Important service which the memb4ilrs of the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
might render to Negroes interested in defense work would b4il the
availing of these people training facilities for the skills needed.
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Secondly, local and governmental agencies ought to be contacted
with the hope of changing their attitudes regarding the ability and
rights of 'egroes to work on jobs which they, too, are making possible
through taxes, direct or otherwise.
In areas where there are large d fense projects and Negroes are
experiencing difficulty in securing employment on all levels on which
they qualify the college in that area should not only work with
agencies and committees designed to expand the areas in which
Negroes may find employment but might call conferences of representatives of the state, industry, labor, the employment services and
OPM to discuss problems and formulate policies which would include
Negroes on a parity with other racial groups. Letters from Negro
Land Grant Colleges to person in their respective states interested
in the training and employment or :-legroes might indicate the merit
of calling an all-Negro conference, periodically, to study conditions
and outline a state-wide course of action.
Colleges should also begin eq uipping Negroes for technical jobs
in state industries contributing to 'atlonal Defense. Louisiana, for
instance, has its sulphur, acids, fiber paper, paraffin and lumber; Mississippi its cotton, leather, rosi n, pitch and turpentine; Alabama1,teel, silver, lead, copper, tin, granite, and aluminum ore; and so on
down the line. Every southern state has stepped up its output of its
basic materials for defense. What does that mean to Negroes? Very
little.
Since planning for National Defense is planning for something
with many uncertainties, mention should be made of some program
after this emergency. Eminent economists of our nation participating
•iri Fortune's Round Table meeting in September agreed that when
' America demobilizes her war economy we will witness an economic
stagnation which will throw ten million people out of employment.
Since the bulk of these job displacements will come from defense industries it would be not only unwise but tragic to encourage all of
our youth to seek jobs in only those industries geared to National
· Defense even when these jobs offer better wages.
Negro colleges should contend for full participation of Negroes
in vocational training for defense; they must also be mindful that
the transition must and will come and that we cannot place all of our
efforts on something so uncertain as the duration of this present world
·war. There is a heavy labor turnover in private shops because of the
· shift of white workers to defense industries and better wages. If
·Negro trainees might be urged to accept some of these job opportunities their position in labor will be better after the war than it was
before this emergency.
I do not concur in the least with those who believe and advocate
that we should subjugate our constitutional guarantees in the face or
all-out defense. We are fighting that these guarantees might survive,
but unless they are made a dynamic reality, capable of shielding all
citizens with their protective armor, the need of their survival mjght
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give rise to stubborn controversy. In our enthusiasm to achieve total
defense and in our pre-occupation with the shortcomings or principles
and ideologies elsewhere, we cannot well afford to forget the kind of
. world for which we strive. Even in this, the civilization's darkest and
most perilous hour, economic, social and political patterns are taking
forms- forms that will shape and guide the destinies of generations
y-et unborn and unless we contend, ceaselessly, against all iniquities
we not only forfeit our own rights and privileges as citizens but the
rights and privileges of posterity.
Members of the Conference or Presidents of Negro Land Grant
Colleges, yours is essentially a task of building for the present and
future avenues of profitable employment opportunities to defend our
youth against want and privation. The extent, then, to which you
contribute toward making
egr oes occupationally competent and
economically secure will determine, in a large measure, three justifications- the justification of two wars in our time, the justification of
the confidence of those who look to you for guidance and, finally, the
justification of the faitl! of tho,;e martyrs and heroes. long at rest, who
gave the full measure o[ their devotion in order that all Americans
might enjoy, unhampered and unafraid, life, liberty and the pursuit' of
happiness.

AGRICULTURAL JJEl'ENSE ANJ> :\'EGRO }~XTENSION WORK
M. L. Wilson, Director of Extension Work,
United States Department of Agriculture.
As in 1917 and 1918, Ame ri can agriculture has again been
to the colors to do its share in the defense of democracy and
free institutions. One of these institutions, unique insofar as
agriculture is concerned, is our Nation-wide system or land
Colleges.

called
of our
worfcl
grant

The American land grant colleges, and with them the FederalState Cooperative Extension Service, extend into every State of the
Union. Their purpose is to preserve democracy and the democratic
way of life through education. Since July 2, 1862, when President
Lincoln signed the First Morrill Act, the over-all objective of tile
land grant college system has been to "teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic 11.rts, in such manner as the legislatures of the states and territories may respectively
prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of
the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."
The First Morrill Act and all subsequent acts dealing with our land
grant colleges appear to take for itranted that agriculture is the basic
. occupation or man and that education will serve as the best tool for
improving the general and vocational knowledge of the common people who till the soil.
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Along the lines or these fundamental philosophie there have
been, in the past fifty years, three outstanding developments that have
greatly affected the life and welfare or American rural Negroes. The
first was passage of the Second Morrill A t In 1890. This Act, among
other provisions, made land grant funds available for carrying on
higher education in agriculture and the mechanic arts among 1egroes
In states having one college for white students and one college_ ror
colored students by authorizing the Legislature of "such tate" to
"propose and report" a "Just and qultable division of the tund to be
received under this Act." Th e second development of significance was
the Smith-Lever Act which made It possible for our land grant colleges to provide education to that pal't or our rural population which
was unable to attend the centrally located colleges but which needed
and desired information about the rapidly expanding farm sciences
and their application to practical farm condition . The third development was the Smith-Hughes Act or 1917, providing for the Federal
support of vocational agriculture and home economics departments
in schools, under which thousands or egro boys and girls and adults
are now able to study vocational cour es in agriculture and home
economics.
In Extension Work, as in all matters of education, we do not, of
course, have any accurate means of measuring accomplishments. We
can all feel certain, however, that if Booker T. Wa hington were alive
today, he would ascribe much of the advancement which rural 1egro
lire has experienced in the present g neration to the milestones of
educational progress which I have Just mentioned.
There are now seventeen Federal-State endowed Negro land
grant colleges In the United States. In the Exten ion Service we
have 270 egro county farm agent who are professionally trained;
and we have 230 professionally trained Negro home agents. Their
work Is in addition to the large amount of help given egroes by the
white county agricultural and home demonstration agents. On the
Federal Extension staff we have two egro field agents-J. B. Pierce
and T. M. Campbell. I know of no extension workers more loyal and
devoted to the cause of service and the betterment of the lot or their
people through education than they are.
Last year there were approximately 187,447 egro boys and girls
enrolled in 4-H Club work. 338,417 Negro farm families took part in
Extension projects in 1940.
The Office of Education tells me that approximately 47,000 Negro
girls were studying home economics in nearly 700 Federally-subsidized
home economics departments or Negro schools in the Sou th last year;
approximately 29,500 boys were studying agriculture in over 900 vocational agriculture departments. In addition to these enrollments In
th e full-time clay schools, a group of over 29,600 adult Negro farmers
were studying agriculture at night schools, and 8, 00 young egroes
beyond school age were taking practical courses in agriculture.
Thus you see there is a wide field for trained, professional egro
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personnel in agriculture and home economics. And agriculture looks
to the Negro institutions which you represent for much of this professional leadership necessary to improve the status of Negro rural
life.
Education is a continuous, long-time process. In view of the contributions which our Negro land grant college system has made to
the advancement of Negro rural life, it is important that the work
which has been started go on uninterrupted. The agricultural and
home economics curricula should continue as in the past to train
teachers, to train extension workers, and to train boys and girls for
practical farming. The present emergency will, however, modify some
of the projects and courses and tend to increase greatly the emphasis
on others.
In agriculture and in rural living all thought and activity for the
duration of the emergency will be centered on the Agricultural Defense Program. I should like to discuss this program with you from
the standpoint of its effects upon your work and the opportunity it
offers for the advancement of rural Negro life.
The Agricultural Defense Program was announced by Secretary
Wickard on September 8th. It establishes production goals for th e
United States, for each State, and for eve ry farm in the country.
The program dovetails with the food defense policy of aiding the
people of Great Britain and other countries resisti ng aggression with
those foods necessary to maintain health and morale under trying circumstances. Under the Lend-Lease Act and its adm inistration, we are
committed to do so while at the same time raising, rathe r than lowering, our own dietary standard s.
The need for 1942 is to increase greatly American produ ction of
eggs, cheese, dried milk, canned milk, pork, and all of the other foods
generally included in the classification of high animal protein products.
We shall be called upon lo provide approximately 25 percent of the
animal-protein needs of Britain in l!l42.
There is one fundamental difference between the present program
and the great food program of the first World War. In 1917 and 1918
the job was one of properly organizing the vast accumulation of
knowledge about agricultural production; today the job is one of
properly organizing the vast accumulation of knowledge about
nutrition. In other words, merely producing the foods we need is not
enough. It must be consumed so that it does the most good toward
making the American people in all walks of lite healthy and strong. I
know of no way in which to summarize this better than by quoting
my friend, Surgeon General Thomas Parran of the United States Public Health Service. Here is what Dr. Parran says:
"• • • Today we are preparing to defend not so much the
square miles of land that represent the forty-eight states, our territories and possessions, nor an Island here, or the bulge of a continent
there
ur labor is to defend the men, women and particularly the
children who are the United States. Science has shown us clearly
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how we can put our food knowledge to work to build a new, a stronger,
a more intelligent, a more competent race. We must establish the
human priorities to do this, here and now."
utrition, therefore, provides a key for meeting the food defense
needs of the present crisis. It becomes, also, a matter of which your
organization will want to take particular notice because the health,
the physical and psychological well-being, and the future of your people depend to a considerable degree on the thoroughness with which
you get them to apply in practice the principles of modern nutrition.
First let us look at a few facts. A few weeks ago the country became alarmed when the Selective Service System announced that 50
percent of America's young men examined for military service under
the Selective Service Act this past year were not qualified for the
present-clay requirements for service in the United States Army.
This is really a very serious matter.
It would have been difficult to furnish any proof ten or twenty
years ago that malnutrition may be an important factor, though by no
means the only one, in bringing about this high percentage of draft
rejections. Although great strides had been made in nutritional research since the first World War, it was not until a few years ago that
sufficient facts were brought together to enable our scientific leaders
and authorities in the field of medicine to reach definite conclusions as
to the effects of malnutrition on the health of individuals and the health
and strength of our 130 million people as a whole.
One of the most revealing studies which has contributed much toward arousing our national consciousness of the need for better nutrition has been the Consumer Purchases Study conducted over a period
of several years by the Bureau of Home Economics in cooperation with
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and other Federal agencies. According
to this study made by Dr. Hazel K. Stiebeling, Dr. Day Monroe and their
associates, one-third of the people in the United States live on diets
that should be classed as poor. That means about 45,000,000 people.
These facts are summarized in the Department's Miscellaneous Publication No. 430, "Are We Well Fed?" Details of the study among rural
people are contained in Miscellaneous Publication No. 405. "Family
Food Consumption and Dietary Levels," Farm Series, issued this year.
Four factors are held largely responsible for the improper dietary
standards of this third of our people. The first is insufficient income.
People in the cities who are unable to buy the right food to make up a
balanced diet will suffer from malnutrition.
The second reason is bad food and living habits. Even though
people have the resources and could have the proper food with little
effort, the habits of many of them are such that they clo not get the
right food.
The third reason is the loss of many vitamins and minerals through
improper cooking. Last summer a doctor friend of mine and I made
a trip through the clinics of a county in one of the Southern States.
We were surprised to find that the percentage of malnutrition was more
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preval ent among white children than amon g Negro children. When we
began looking for the reason, we learned that it was the custom of the
Negro people in this particular county to use " potlicker" a s a part of
their meals. The r esult was that some of the very important vitamins
in fresh vegetables were lost to the white families, while the Negro
people in this county benefited from a good food habit.
The fourth reason for many of our troubles in nutrition has been
the over-refinement of certain of the mass food s and th e almost devitalizing effect of these foods caused by the removal of vitamin s and
minerals they contain. Through nation-wide programs, such a s the
"enriched" flour and bread program in whi ch the millers and bakers of
the country are cooperating with our educational insti tutions, an efl'ort
is being made to restore some of the protective qualities los t in modern
processing.
Those on the staffs of 1egro land grant colleges will want to
familiarize themselves thoroughly with th e facts contained in Miscellaneous Publications Nos. 430 and 405. In th e latter we learn that rural
Negro families constitute a large part of th e 45 million peopl e in thi s
country who could improve their di ets cons iderably through borne food
production. You will be particularly interes ted in Section 4, which is
th e chapter dealing with "Food of Negro Farm Families in the Southeast."
A limiting factor in the kind of food Negro people eat is low income. By far the greatest percentage of rural Negro people, how ever ,
live where they could build up their dietary level through g rowing and
producing more of the foods necessary to enjoy a heal thful, balanced
diet. In the chapter I have referred to, for ins tance, we learn that th e
•quantities of eggs and milk used are a third less than those recommended for low-cost adequate diets. About half of th e Negro farm
famili es furnishing records had diets that fail ed to (all even into the
"fair diet" group.
The quantities o[ vegetabl es and fruit s cann ed to s uppl ement th e
winter diet ranged from 40 to 44 quarts per sharecroppe r famil y and
from 55 to 56 quarts per [arm-operator family. This is a meage r
quantity when dieticians te ll us that a family with thr ee children will
need around 200 quarts of home-canned fruit s and vegetables during
the sea son of the year wh en fre sh fruits and vegetables ar e not available or wh ere other methods of curing or preserving do not furni sh
the minimum requirement of vegetables and fruit. In addition to canning there are, of course, other m ethods of food preservation, many of
which will have to be emphasized during the next year or two when
defense priorities will create temporary shortages of canning equipment. Home demonstration agents will , for instance, lay particular
stress on preserving and storing fruit and vegetable products like dri ed
beans, peas, corn, apples, and other of th e commonly grown food s on
the farm.
The Stlebeling s tudy on rural Negro food consumption s howed that
Jrom 80 to 90 percent of Negro farm families did some home canning.
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This proves that the talent and willingness are there and that the real
needs of Negro families are larger gardens and larger quantities of
home-grown foods.
Every family should make an effort to grow and build up stores
or protective, vitamin- and mineral-rich rood in the summer to keep
all members o! the family fed on at least a fair- and preferably a
e;ood- dietary level. Only through a policy o[ learning to grow more
food at home and conserving it to provide all members of the family
with the basic nutritional need of life can millions or rural Negro people begin to look forward to the higher standards of life which should
be available to every man, woman, and child citizen of a democracy.
I have dealt at length with the importance of nutrition in our rural
)<egro South. I have done o because I conscientiou sly believe that the
Extension farm-family-food-supply programs- such as those being conducted in Tennessee, the Carolinas, Arkansas, and other states- are
vital parts of the Agricultural Defense Program announced by Secretary
of Agriculture, laude R. Wickard, on September 8th.
We must recognize that a program of nutritional self-sufficiency !or
all our rural Negro people involves overcoming traditional farming
practices and living habits throughout a very wide area. The South
is a cotton country. It is adapted to the growing of the best cotton In
the world. We are all agreed, ther fore, that the South is to continue
as the land of cotton insofar as markets here and abroad can be found.
This does not mean, however, that any one-crop system of farming Iii
necessary. Negro farmers can play a very important part in bringing
about the transition from a one-crop economy to an economy which
emphasize self-sufficiency in home food supplies. An example o! what
can be done in that direction Is the uppleruentary Cotton Program of
this year. In this program, in which the Surplus Marketing Administration, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, and the Extension
Service cooperated, 935,697 farms in the Southern States indicated their
intentions to make an additional recluctlon In cotton acreage. The proe;ram meant an additional income and additional acreage on which
garden vegetables could be grown.
To change over from a one-crop system, Negro farmers, by and
large, will have to change their ways of farming. When a family decides to raise more poultry, or to have Its own cow, or cows, to produce the necessary amount of milk, It will have to learn that livestock
needs attention all the time. It is in the teaching of better methods a nd
ways of tending crops and livestock that egro education, both in the
classroom and in Extension, can make a la.sting contribution. More
eggs, more poultry, more vegetables-all are included ia the goals of
the Agricultural Defense Program for 1942. The operator or sharecropper who learns how to take ~are of a cow will be that much nearer
the goal.
· Agricultural and nutritional defense Is a subject to which you will
want to give much consideration as you shape the objectives of agricultural and home-economics courses and or Extension work among
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N11gro people. No greater challenge has ever been offered to any group

of educators than that which will confront us in lhe period we are entering. Education is the great i:,trength-giver of democracy. Through
education and the development of a greater mass intelligence, America
has provided the greatest opportunities in the world to all its people,
both Negro and whit~.
No better example could be furnished than that of the great work
accomplished by agricultural and home economics training in the ·egra
land grant colleges. In the short period of two generation s many of
your people have risen to a position of leadership in the agricultural
and scientific field. You have contributed, for instance, that grand
old man of agricultural science, George Washington Carver- Dr. Carver
as he is more generally known. Through leadership like his, and
through the persistent effort on lhe part of Negro educators in agriculture, it has been possible to develop a spirit of cooperation among white
and Negro farmers, a mutual striving forward to use science, learning,
and the medium of educatililn to lessen our burdens and to bring mutual
progress. Thousands of Negro farmers have become independent landowners, and many more thousands have succeeded in raising boys and
girls according to truly American standards.
We must also keep our eyes on the years that lie ahead. Much can
be clone to condition your people for the somewhat uncertain future.
One thing seems assured. We shall have to fit ourselves into an
economy in which there is less money and a greater need for the individual to possess a variety of skills. More and more will be asked of
the individual citiz1ons as we go deeper into the great task of total defense.
In the post-war world, which we all hope will be a better one, the
success and happiness of the individual will depend largely on how
capable he is of rendering service. This will require a greater emphasis
on training in skills as well as on book learning. The more thing a boy
and girl learn to do well in his or her youth the more likely he or
she will be to fit himself or herself successfully into the kind of world
we shall live in tomorrow.
Our land grant colleges- both white and egro- sbould, therefore,
make every effort to expand those fields of teaching whereby boys and
girls will learn to use their hands at one or more of the trades that
may stand them io good stead in the years ahead. We are living in a
mechanical world. It will be necessary for all of us to fit ourselves
into that kind or a civilization.
This does not mean that we skould retard the progress made in
the less vocational and more cultural phases of education. The immediate task is to preserve democracy and the democratic way of life
for ourselves and our children. But if democracy is to survive in the
post-war world, it is also necessary tilat we retain and adhere to the
cultural values of life.
Negroes have contributed a great deal toward American culture.
Notable accomplishments could be cited in the fields of religion, art,
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music, and science. The 'egro land grant colleges can make a real
contribution toward building a greater appreciation of these cultural
accomplishments by emphasizing them In their nonvocational courses.
Under trying circumstances American Negroes have given a fine '
example of letting education guhle a people in thinking through their
problems and in working out solutions for their own betterment. The
t housands of Negroes who today are leading a happier and more successful rural life than did their parents a generation ago, are a living
example of the teachings of Thomas Jefferson who said:
"I look to the diffusion of light and education as the resource most
to be relied on for ameliorating the conditions, promoting the virtues,
and advancing the happiness of man • • •"
More light, more knowledge, more application of this knowledge to
the everyday requirements of living on the land- in this direction lied
the greatest hope for constantly improving the lot of your people. Such
an educational program will constantly Improve the spirit of cooperation among whites and Negroes; ancl it will insure the continuance of
the democratic way of life.

'I'UAl~ l~G l'Olt D IPLODJE ·•r I~ THE l'~I'rlm
ME~ T OF AGRICULTl'RE

TATE

DEPAlt'l'•

Thomas N. Roberts
Special Assistant to the Director of Personnel United States Department of Agriculture
The United States Department or Agriculture is one of the largest
governmental agencies in the world. Its activities cover most branches
of human knowledge. The magnitude and complexity of the operations of the Department of Agriculture can best be understood when
one realizes the broad scale activities in the production and distribution of plant and animal life and in the adjustment of human beings
to changing agricultural conditions.
Not only are the services of the Department confined to the United
States and its possessions but its foreign service is equally as effective
In gauging the supply of agricultural products and the probable demand for farm products in other lands. This aids in determining a
favorable foreign trade policy and in estimating the amount of production for home consumption and exportation.
Therefore, in attempting to discuss a training program for employment in the Department of Agriculture, due consideration must
be given to the "inclusiveness" of departmental operations and the
wide range of personnel qualifications found among its employees.
For a long time it was generally thought that the physical au d
biological sciences applied to the production of plant and animal life
comprised the "warp and woof" of agricultural activities. But In r ecent years the coordination of the physical, biological, economic, social
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and cultural sciences have all come to play their part in the production, distribution and consumption of agricultural products and in
the improvement of the human fiber of our farm population.
Naturally Land Grant ollege administrators are interested in
knowing the total employment possibilities in the Department ol' Agriculture. A few figures relative to this point may prove interesting.
On June 30, 1941, there were 89,511 employees in the United State:;
Department of Agriculture. Of this number, 12,738 were employed it:
Washington and 76,773 in field offices. The next question which
logically follows is, what proportion of these employees are egroes?
Of the 89,511 employees in the Department of Agriculture, 684 are
Negroes; 246 are employed in the Washington office and 438 in the field
operations of the Department. These figures do not include 4G6
Negroes who are serving without compensation, and the 570 Extension Service workers. If this were considered, the number would be
1,710.

A further analysis indicates that there are 2,000 job classifications
or designations necessary to carry on the various functions o[ the
department. Of these 2,000 job designations, egroes are found employed only in sixty-five of them, the majority of which are custodial
and lower grade classifications.
There are thirty-one Bureaue and Offices in the Department or
Agriculture with an annual employee turnover of approximately 15,000 or 16 percent. The turnover of •egro employees is relatively
small in proportion to their number.
The bulk of the Negro employees of the Department of Agriculture
Is found in two of the thirty-one Bureaus. After the United States
Extension Service and the Farm Security Administration employees
have been subtracted, the few egroes scaltered in other Bureaus and
offices are almost infinitesimal.
Therefore, it appears that the challenge of job preparation or train ing for employment in the twenty-nine additional Bureaus and offices
is very cliar and very significant. Whatever proportion of the 15,000
new employees annually entering the Department are Negroes will depend in an increasing measure in the recognition of the needs and functions of these twenty-nine Bureaus and offices in the teaching and
guidance program of the Negro Land Grant Colleges.
Briefly speaking, jobs in the Department of Agriculture may fall
into four general classifications:
1. Subprofessional jobs or jobs including such work as laboratory
assistants, technical assistants and the like.
2. Clerical jobs or those jobs including typists, stenographers,
machine operators, secretarial positions, bookkeepers, and accountants.
3. Professional jobs or those jobs having to do with research and
invistigation and interpreting the findings in the fields of biological,
physical, social, economic and cultural sciences.
4. Administrative jobs or those positions which are concerned
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primarily with the coordination of functions, administering activities
of various bureaus, and in the analysis and execution of rules and
regulations covering the several bureaus and auxiliary organizations.
The training program affecting either of the above fields should
at all costs be thorough and adaptable. That is, an attempt should be
made to find' out the job respon ibilities for which the student is being
trained and also to include these job responsibilities as an integral
part of the teaching set-up at colleges and universities. This may be
accomplished in part by applying to various Bureaus of the Department for suggestions covering job responsibilities for positions which
college graduates may want and also by working out with governmental agencies internships for undergradu ates wherever possible.
Let me illustrate this point: the r espon sibilities of the farm management supervisor and the heme management supervisor of the Farm
Security Administration are somewhat different from that of the home
economics vocational teacher and the teacher of vocational agriculture.
In order that these young penons may enter into Farm Security Administration positions without too long a period of incubation, it ls
r asonable to assume that if the proper approach s were made, internships for prospective Farm Security Administration employees might
well be arranged on their many types of projects scattered throughout
the country.
In addition, college in structors and administrators might borrow
from time to time officials from the action programs of the Department
who may serve as lecturers aml consultants in orienting teachers and
students to "front line" problems and responsibili ties which tlH'Y face
from time to time, and to encourage the inculcation of these res ponsibilities which they face from time to time, and to encou rage the inculcation of these responsibilities as part of the teaching program.
There appears to be a growing feeling of mutual helpfulness among
college officials and United States Department of Agriculture officials
in their desire to narrow the "time span" between what is being done
in the department and what is being taught in colleges and universities.
Another question which is often raised is what time one should
begin to prepare for entering the services of the United States Department of Agriculture. This is a question that is open to a series of
opinions but one thing is definitely certain, he shou ld begin to prepare
before he reaches the senior college class. In order to exped ite this
type of preparation, there is given each year a series of student aid
examinations covering practically all bureaus and divisions of the Department of Agriculture. It may be well to write the Civil Service
Commission and ask when these student aid examinations are to be
given. Encourage students in agriculture, home economics ancl related fields to take these examinations and in that way tney may have
an opportunity to work in an auxiliary capacity in the Federal service
even before graduation.
Student aid examinations are usually adapted for students of the
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third year college class who upon passing may serve au internship
during the summer of their junior year, and a similar internship the
summer after graduation which makes it possible for such students to
be transferred directly into a functional position in the Department.
This is one way to qualify for employment while still a student. The
Personnel Office is attempting to keep all institutions advised of student aid examinations and we urge members of the faculty to encourage students to take these examinations and to provide themselves
with this opportunity of entering the Federal service.
Because or the Ramspeck Act, practically all positions in the Department of Agriculture were brought under civil service as of July
1, 1941; the one exception at the present time being the Farm Security
Administration, which was exempted because of a rider attached to the
Bill at the closing of ongress but which will most likely come under
civil service by July 1, 1942. Because or the time necessary to ,;et on
the register after one has finished his college work, it is suggested
that students be advised to take civil service examinations before
graduation. This will tend to speed up the tempo of employment as
well as give the student an idea of his comparable fitness for the job
for which he has been preparing. As a bit or strategy it is highly important that both teachers and stud nts acquaint themselves with civil
service requirements and specific requir ments of the thirty-one
Bureaus in the Department of Agriculture in order that there shall be
as little lost motion as possible in transferring from the college to
Federal employment.
Every year from ovember until early spring a series of Junior
Professional examinations, especially adapted for the senior clas~
student or young college graduate, is given by the ivil Service ommission as a means or recruiting "new blood" into the Federal system.
A number of these examinations will be given in agriculture, home
economics and related fields. Negro college students should be encouraged to take these examinations and qualify for being placed on
civil service registers. This is their chief hope of Federal employment
in the future.
While it is recognized that American colleges and universities do
not necessarily prepare stuuents for the government service, it is important, however, to note that with the increasing functions and
responsibilities of the government in the everyday affairs of people, It
Is reasonable to assume that in the years ahead more and more persons will leave our colleges and enter some phase of government
service as a career. The United States Department of Agriculture
offers vast, important opportunities in this regard. With the changing
agricultural picture, with all of its complexities affecting the physical,
biological, economic, social and cultural life of the people, it is 11afe
to assume that trained personnel from our colleges and universities
should enter the Federal service to help solve these basic adjustment
problems. This is the second line of national defense for which we
all look forward with increasing hope and expectation.
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In brief, H we should suggest the type of training program necessary for employment in the Department of Agriculture, we would say
that college instructors and administrators should acquaint themselves
thoroughly with the respon sibilities of jobs which come under the
heads of variou s departments, divisions and sections of various
Bureaus of the Departm ent of _". g ri cu ltur ; annotate and liberalize
their curricula to include the e job r esponsibilities; encourage students to take the stud ent aid examinations at least at the end or thei r
junior college years, and also take civil service examinations in their
related fi elds befo re graduation. These approaches, together with the
increasing in te rest on the part or officials or the nited States Department of Agriculture to cooperate wiU1 colleges and universitie ·, may
comprise the first step in a training program for employment in the
United States Department of Agriculture.

SOME r1ms1 "l'EN'l' PROULEJIS I~ 'fllE ~EGUO LA~]) GRA~'l'
COLLEGE t:o:u
. ru:x OF S lff~H'H'A~CE TO THE
COOPEUA'l'IVF. .EXTE~ ION SEHVJCE
W. R. Banks, President
Prairie Vi w State College
Prairie View, Texas
The ex periment of the Federal and State Governments jointly cooperating in making available a program of technical, practical and
liberal education to "the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
professions in life" originated with the enactment of the Morrill Law
of 18G2. This marked the beginnin g of the system of Land Grant olleges. Subsequent legislation s provided fund s for the ex pansion of
this type of education and servi ce, and today, these colleges represenr
a most important influence in practically every phase or ou r American
life. During this period of national and world crisis, tnese tnstitutiona
have made substantial contributions in making available vital and
important services.
In meeting the situation in the states where a dual sy tern of education was the practice, provi sion was made for the establishment of
a system of Negro Land Grant olleges, the implied purpoae being, to
make available to "the industrial classes" of the egro people, training
and service similar in character to that provided by tlle white Land
Grant Colleges for its citizens.
The principal areas of training and servi ce of the Land Grant oi lege system ar commonly designated as Research, Re:::ident In struction, Military Science and Co-operative Agri cultura l Service.
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Ilesearch
In this area of training lhe Negro Land Grant College has
never had the opportunity for direct participation, notwithstanding the fact that there are Social and Economic problems peculiar in the life of a segregated and encircled people, complex and acute, that deserve investigation and study
for remedial and informational purposes. If the Land Grant
College is to be fundam entally a service institution, it cannot effectively eerve its constituency at the points of their
greatest needs wilhout fir. t 1liscovering what these needs
are.
II Resident Instruction
Resident instruction in th e Negro Land Grant Institutions
has been limited, generally, to the field of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, with varying degrees of emphasis on Agriculture
and Home Economics, Mechanic Arts, and ve ry scant attention to Military Science. The program of Resident Instruction bas been greatly de limited because of a lack of adequate
funds for effective expar.sion and ~uppo r t, rather than a lack
of interest and competency on the part of the immediate
administrations. The deplorable inadequacy of lhe Resident
Training program in this system of institutions, was definitely and dramatically revealed in the prese nt National
Emergency Training Program, particularly, in the fields of
Sciences, Engineering and Military Science- here we were
weighed and found greatly wanting.
I

I.II

Co-operative Agl'ic ulturnl Extension Service
We come now to that third and important area of service
and activity of the Land Grant College, which was made possible under the Smith-Lever Act of 1914, known as the Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service. The specific object of this Act is pointed out in these words:
"* * * to aid in the diffusing among the peo ple or the
United States useful and practical information on the subjects relating to Agriculture and Home Economics, and, to
encourage the application of the same."
In setting up a policy so that this service might articulate
properly in the seve ral states, and, in connection with Land
Grant Colleges, lhe following memorandum of unders tanding was drawn between the Federal Department of Agriculture and the Land Grant College system in 1941, viz:
"This memorandum provides:
1 That the s tates shall organize and maintain a definite
and distin ct Administrative Division of the College for
Extension Work;
2 That the head cf this divi$ion, commonly called Extension Director, shall administer all the extension
work in the state as the joint representative for the
college and the department;
3 That the funds for extension work in Agriculture and
Home Economics shall be expended through such extension division; and,
4 The department shall cooperate with extension divisions of the colleges in such work done by the department in the states."
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The persistent problems in the Negro Land Grant College complex
of significance to the Cooperative Extension Servic , find their genesis
and roots in this memorandum of working understanding between the
United States Department of Agriculture and the Land Grant olleges.
It Is definite and clear that the egro Extension Service Is likely to
take the color and direction of the traditions and customs of Its particular state. This Is not without precedent and parallel, for it is going to definitely follow and fit into the pattern and tradition of those
states where the dual sysem of education Is practiced. In the administration of extension service, It Is going to be done by the State
Director of Extension Service on the same principle that public education Is handled. It is going to be Influenced by the Director's training, social outlook, and, his attitude towards 'egroes and this attitude
ls going to be mindful and thoughtful of the prevailing local and state
sentiment. The disbursement of extension funds, regardless of the
sources of funds, Is not going to vary too much from the salaries of
the staff members of the Negro Land Grant ollege. What I am trying
to say Is, the expenditure of funds for the Negro Extension Service in
practice Is left largely with the discretion of the State Director, and,
his discretion Is Influenced by many local factors with Federal sanction. We are In agreement, I believe, on the point that we are not
sG much concerned about who dlsp nses the money for extension
service, as the amount that is allocated for this Service, for this has
a direct bearing and influence on the number of Extension Agents
and also the type of agent.
The point is conceded that the Administration of Coop ratlve
Agricultural Extension Service should remain as it is now constituted,
with the modification in policy as It relates to th
·egro Land Grant
Colleges; also, we agree with the practice of having the money cleared
through the regularly established channels, with the convictions that
the sum for Negro work should be definitely increased; and, we are
strong in the belief that the Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service
for Negroes can more effectively serve its purpose if the work and
personnel are definitely integrated in and have a functional relationship with the Negro Land Grant olleges.
Under the present system of administering the ooperative Extension Service for Negroes, it is possible to develop three types of
organizations, viz: "Orphan," "Step-Child," and "Functional."

A Orphon Type
In the states where the Extension Service Is not located
at the Negro Land Grant Colleg , nor any college, this is
the "orphan type" or organization. Consequently, it \os~,s
a certain educational respectability and effectiveness 1n
that It is denied the full utilization of the total resources
of the institution.
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Tlte Step-Chlld Type
In the states where the work merely has headquarters at
the Negro Land Grant College, with no responsibility to
the college, and no relations to the college's program, this
is the "step-child type." This type has a slightly improved status because it has available for use the resources of the institution, and, at least it has a favorable
environment.

C Functional Type
In those states where the Negro Extension Service Is
definitely regarded as a legitimate part of the educational
program of the Negro Land Grant College, is found the
"functional type" of Extension Service, the most desirable
and effective organization. Here is where the extension
personnel is regarded as staff members of the institution,
and, are accorded the same privileges. Therefore, "functional" Extension Service is the type that every Negro
Land Grant College should work zealously to obtain, for
the r eason that Cooperative Ag ri cultural Extension Se.vice is the most important agency for channeling aid and
information to distressed rural people. The Extension
Service is not only the longest Arm of service of the Land
Grant Colleges in the rP.habilitation of rural life, but it is
the strongest Arm.
The census of 1940 shows that there are upward of 7,000,000 Negroes Jiving in rural areas, getting some kind of living from Agricultural Industry. In the present Agricultural distress, the Negro rural
people have been the hardest hit; they represent the lowest income
group; and, consequently, are victims of inadequate housing, improper
clothing, mal-nutrition and poor health. The Federal subsidies and
legislations designed to relieve, in a measure, Agricultural distress are
not always properly directed to these unfortunate people. The Negro
Land Grant Colleges are conscious of their obligations to extend helpful and practical service to these rural people.
Growing out of this discussion, this pertinent question arisesWhat approach and technique must be employed in having the Extension Work for Negroes integrated into the program of the Negro Land
Grant College system? The time is ripe now for the President of the
White Land Grant College, the President of the Negro Land Grant College, and, for the Director of Extension Service for the several states
to begin working In close cooperation and understanding to the end of
arriving at a satisfactory solution of this important problem. The
pattern has already b11en set in the state of Texas.
In April, 1941, a conference was arranged at College Station,
'rexas, with (1) President A and M College, (2) State Director of Extension, and, (3) Principal, Prairie View State College, for the purpose of selecting the Director for Co-operative Extension Service for
Negroes in Texas. It was recognized in this conference that the egro
Agricultural Extension Service in Texas was an integral part of the
Prairie View State College's program; that the man selected should
not only work harmoniously into the program of the institution, but be
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sufficiently competent to direct this important activity in the best in10w this agency is a
terest of those people it is designed to serve.
definite and functional part of Prairie View State College. The relationship between the officials of the colleges and Extension officials, are
most helpful and wholesome. Consequent to this understanding and
cooperation the Extension Service for egroes in Texas operates in
this fashion:
1 The Director and Staff of the egro Agricultural Extension
Service have their offices on the College Campus, and, they are
regarded as members of the ollege staff.
2 Director is a member o( the Executive
is eligible to attend Faculty Meetings.
3.

abinet and the staff

The Director of Extension Service directs the College's Summer School.

4 He is Chairman of a number of important standing Committees of the College.
5 The Standing Committee on Extension Service is composed of
men and women Crom every Division and Department of the
College.
6 Every Division of the College, particularly Agriculture, and
Home Economics, works in clo1;e cooperation with the Extension staff.
7 All matters of policy relating to the work are discussed carefully and studied before they are put into execution.
8.

Every Extension Agent is regarded a member of the college
staff and, consequently, the same methods are used for the employment of Extension agents as are used in the employment
of members for the faculty.

I believe if this problem is attacked in each state, in the method
prescribed, we would be delighted at the progress that is possible .

.A PROGRAM FOR TUE LA D-GRA T COLLEGES

,t.

E. Burghardt Du Bois

In this crisis and anarchy of civilization, any group of people i,n
planning for their future advancement and for a place in the world,
must take a long and wide view of the progress of civlllzation. This ls
not an easy thing to do because our knowledge of certain essential fa_c ts
concerning the past is not nearly as great as we usually assume .. Vf e
must, therefore, depend on certain conventional pictures of whl,\t
civilization has done in order to forecast the future.
There are, as it seems to me, four forms which the modern state,
within the confines of European culture, has assumed. First, in tJ:ie
.well-known Greek city-state there was a small nucleus of iDtelligent
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men of experience and action, trained by study and contacts who constituted the state. This Free Few were the ones for whom the state
existed, while the great mass o( people in the city; foreigners, the
slaves and others, ministered to the well-being of the few. And this
situation was justified by the assumption, that the development and advancement of this oligarchic nucleus was in the long run, for the best
interest of the slaves and of the representatives of the barbarian world.
In the next step, the medieval nation, we have a larger group czonslsting of higher and lower privileged nobility with the king as the
chief noble. And also gradually gaining recognition as having some
rights of entrance into this privileged group- the clergy and the guild
merchants. The mass of the people: the farmers, laborers and serfs,
existed for the benefit of these chief representatives of the State; and
again it seemed easily proven that through their service to this aristocracy the mass of people were reaching their highest and best prosperity. Whatever of inner stress aro~e in the state was therefore between the higher and lower nobility, as exemplified in the granting o[
Magna Charta; and between the nobility, clergy and merchants as seen
finally in the first phases of the French Revolution.
The third form of national organization is represented by what is
called in our day the modern republic. This form of state was planned
to transfer political power from the privileged nobility and put it in
the hand of the mass of the citizens. But these citizens did not in
public conception, in<ilude laborers and farm workers, but rather
merchants and artisans in the cities into whose hands the revolution
in manufacturing and commerce built on the African slave trade was
putting tremendous wealth and power. Thus the new state bad certain democratic features which gave a considerable mass of citizens
power in the selection of officials and in the making of general laws.
But on the whole, and in its most vital functions, the state was dominated by organized industry, and indu try was ruled by autocratic
methods and restrained only partially by a sharing of this autocratic
power with certain higher classes of skilled labor. A mass of unskilled
labor and the more or less poverty-stricken and often semi-criminal
proletariat had small part in the conduct of the state and again it waR
easily argued that such dregs must exist and were better off with the
present organization o! industry than they had ever been before.
Finally, we are faced today by the emergence of a fourth variety
of state which has not yet assumed its full stature because o( world
war. But nevertheless we see here a self-appointed dictatorship
which has seized supreme power. This state gathers up into its hands
the total power of the state. Since that power is today primarily
economic, the new dictatorships have been primarily active In controlling capital, arranging the wage of labor and conditions or work.
Beyond this, these states essay to establish a new set of cultural patterns which control religion, education, science and art.
Looking now at these four forms of modern European government, we can easily see that out of them, four axioms have emerged;
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sometimes expressed consciously and openly, and at other times
r ather hidden behind verbiage and generalization. These axioms are
as follows: first, what is best for the best is best for all; that is, given
a powerful dominating aristocracy of any sort and the conditions and
practices which are for their advantage are also, by the constitution
of the world, for the advantage or the mass of people whom they control. This is an unproven and dangerous assumption: that because a
certain class rules it is by that token the best class that could rule;
and that its rule is best for all classes; that for instance because the
present organization of privately owned industry dominates the world
it is thus proven to be the best form of industry not only for milUonaires but for paupers.
The second axiom was that the high cultural attainment of an
aristocracy will inevitably be lost by any attempt to extend this culture to the masses. This, which after all is but a variant of the first
axiom, is still widely held by large numbers of people and they can
point with justification to the loss of manners when we compare the
Court of Louis XIV with the inauguration of Andrew Jackson; when
we look at a presentation to the Court of George VI and contrast it
with a New Year's reception in Washington; when we contrast the conduct of students on a college campus today with their conduct a
generation ago. There is no doubt that when it is sought to extend a
cultural pattern to a mass of uncultivated people, something is lost,
for a long time.
A third axiom is that science and art are always and always must
be the Monopoly of the few, because most men are congenitally stupid,
and girted men are rare. Here we come to an intensification of the
first two axioms and a descent to dogmatism. A great deal of the past
opposition to democracy has been based upon the reaction of great
minds and admirers of genius against what they are convinced will be
a falsifying of science and a cheapening of art if we attempt to teach
them to all men or even the large majority of men. Here is usually
. complete failure to ask how far the emergence of genius and unusual
ability is today a matter of mere chance or of carefully planned selection. Small willingness is shown to consider how much human ability
is lost through the deadening effects of poverty, disease and exposure
to crime. For a while, it was even argued that real genius was
heredity; and to this was added the pleasant assumption that unusual
ability of any kind would always automatically and inevitably find its
way to the top. We are not so sure of all this now. We are not at
all certain that inherent ability is straitly, limited by race or class
lines; and that we might not be able by conscious and continuous effort to discover ten or even a hundred times as much talent in human
beings as present conditions release. However this may be, it is alsQ
certain that attempts on a wide and promiscuous !'\Cale to train human
talent may over long eras cheapen science, distort culture and retard
art.
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We now come to the fourth and (at tbis stage of world development) the more fundamental of all the four axioms, derived from the
development of human culture. It is an economic axiom, because we
live in a day of industrial domination. That axiom is tbat income is
for civilization a basic fact; and that all income whether in goods or
services is limited, and must to be effective be concentrated among a
comparative minority of people; and this not simply because of their
desert, talent or good luck, but for the preservation of the industrial
machine by which income can be kept even at its present level.
It was Karl Marx who emphasized the fundamental importance of
the economic activities of a nation; and quite aside from his other conclusions and from the stormy controversy till raging about Marxian
doctrines, we all know that economic activity is fundamental (or any
nation or culture from the simple fact that perhaps nine-tenths or
more of all the activities of most men, have to go toward earning a
living. Despite the exception of the very rich and the idle, in our day
the average man spends most of his time earning a living and vast
numbers of persons cannot earn a living even when they give every
waking hour of their day, every thought of their life and all the
strength of their muscles to this end. Many persons object to this
economic interpretation of life, assuming that its advocates are insisting that meat is more than lire and raiment more than the bo'ly.
They say that we ought to think of religion, ethics, science and art
first and then come down to prosaic income. But students of human
action are replying that while ethics, science and art are the more
important aspects of life, that for this very reason and in the situation facing man today the world over, earning a living is and must be
the first object of organized life. That when and as a time comes.
either for an individual or a class, a nation or a world culture, that
the securing of income can be subordinated to higher activities because of more thorough technique or more careful distribution of goods
and services, then and not until then, can we concentrate with larger
expenditure of time and effort on the spiritual and esthetic as pects of
living. Life is more than meat and the body more than raiment but
without some minimum of food and clothes there is no real life.
Granting then the present supreme and pressing importance o(
income for the support of physical life, we are faced by another
barrier. It is said with truth that income is limited; natural resources
are limited; processed goods have to be limited; human time and
strength are limited. And that, therefore, whether we will or not, we
must be satisfied to admit that we will always have with us the rich
and the poor; and that the attempt to make us all rich will only end
in making us all poor.
On the other hand, there has come in our day increasing contradiction of the more extreme statements of this sort. It has been
said and certainly proven that, so far as goods and natural resources
are concerned, we are living in an era of almost limitless possibilities;
that the in<;reased mastery or natural forces, the marvelous efficiency
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of technique, and the miracle of the machine, is making it possible to
furnish an almost unlimited amount of necessary goods for men and
to decrease the burden of much if not most of tbe human effort which
used to be necessary.
Partial proof of this is pointed to in the higher standards of living
for all classes in industrially developed countries like England, France
and America; and the higher standard of living today as compared
with the Middle Ages; and of Europe as compared with Asia anrl
Africa.
This argument does not by any means settle the problem, and
there is still wide difference of opinion among honest and learned men
as to the future possibilities of technique and the best organization of
industry. We are not agreed as to whether capital should be owned
mainly by private persons or largely the state; whether the millionaire is an example of efficiency or of economic maladjustment and
injustice; whether poverty can largely be abolished and taxation used
to transfer wealth from the too rich to the too poor; or whether the
role of taxes is to encourage further accumulation of wealth; whether
the large profits are a sign of prosperity or of theft; and whether
free industrial enterprise is the great aim of government or the great
threat of social anarchy.
Yet despite all this argument and contradiction, there is today unquestionably an emerging pattern arising between the world wars aud
clearly to be sensed in the midst of cataclysm. This pattern conforms
to no extreme change and yet contradicts reaction to mercantilism and
laissez-faire just as surely as it questions Marxian communism. The
pattern is illustrated by countries as widely different as Germany and
England, Japan and the United States. It involves in all these cases
a curbing of free industrial enterprise and profit-making. In no case
does it involve the complete abolition of these phenomena., but their
stern and determined guidance for the end of reducing the range of
poverty and increasing public service for education, health and the
elimination of anti-social actions. It is sought, not simply to remove
the illiteracy of the masses, but by increasingly broad and expensive
systems of education to make wide effort toward discovering ability
and genius in all even the lowest classes. In all these countries taxation is being deliberately used to curb private accumulation but not
entirely to abolish it. And all these efforts show us that when the
anarchy of war is sometime succeeded by a new world peace, old
economic patterns will be succeeded by new patterns, not necessarily
as revolutionary as some students think but certainly not as reactionary as other students complacently assume.
In the midst of this era of economic change here, comes a group
of fourteen million people, American citizens of Negro descent, desiring and striving for a place in this new world which shall be better
than the place which they have occupied in the older world. These
fourteen million people, on the whole are poor and ignorant and
resultantly to a degree diseased and criminal. They have, however, an
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emerging minority of educated and well-to-do folk, severely handicapped by race prejudice and at the same time inspired by undoubted accomplishment past and present. What program now can these peoples
put before themselves through their own thinking and through the
education of their leaders in institutions such as this body represents'!
There is no profit here in returning to programs of the past or rearguing old controversies. It is new facts and new problems that confront us and demand new solutions.
I bring to your mind five programs which historically and factually
the American Negro has in the past considered. There is of course,
the oldest program of migration, which the American Union of Newport, Rhode Island, voiced in 1788 when it proposed to the Free African
Society of Philadelphia, a general exodus of American
egroes to
Africa. The Free African Soci~ty led by Richard Allen soberly replied, "With regard to Immigration to Africa you mention, we have at
present but little to commuuicate on that head. Apprehending every
pious man is a good cilizen of the whole world." That was good logi ~
in the eighteenth century, but it is even better in the twentieth century, when the surface of the earth ha::: heen i:;o monopolized and
European imperiali!:'m is so far-flung that it would be difficult for :i
group of fourteen million people to find a separate resting place where
they would have reasonable chance of proi:;perity and enough phys ical
and economic freedom to work out their salvation.
The second program was a program of education. But education
primarily for eventual admirnion of educaterl Negroes to the ranks of
educated white folk in whatever land they might live. 'fhis has bec-n
a Jong and desperately pursued plan and it has by no means been
entirely unsuccessful. There is not a single civilized land, in the world
which has not at one time or another admilterl economic political and
social equality within its highest ranks men of African descent. We
have only to think of Pushkin in Russia ; of Dumas in France; of
Aldridge in Sweden; of Blyden in England and of Frederick Douglas
in America.
On the other hand, there are two serious difficulties of regardiug
this path as a solution of the problem of the Negro in America; in the
first place it does not touch the plight of the great mass of egroe~
who are uncultivated whether for lack of opportunity or lack of
ability. It leaves them just as similar programs have left the mass of
whites, undirected and largely hopeless. This program, therefore, was
eventually succeeded by another program, which had in mind the mass
of workers rather than the Talented Tenth; and it sought to educate
the mass for industrial technique and skill, with the idea that a class
of Negro artisans trained into modern efficiency would become an integral part of American industry; and that with the cooperation of
applied capital under industrial leaders white and black, these people
would have a chance to develop along with the while laboring masses.
This was the program that the leaders of the Negro conventions of
Philadelphia in 1830 and 1831, had in mind. It was back of older at-
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tempts to establish industrial schools. It was back of the labor conventions fostered by Frederick Douglass and others after the Civil War
and it was the kernel of the program of Booker T. Washington.
Of these programs I have in my own thought especially advo-.
cated the second and third: the training for cultural equality was back
of my advocacy of the Talented Tenth; and then when Mr. Washington's program came in vogue I wrote at the zenith of his career in
1903:
"So far as Mr. Washington preaches Thrift, Patience, and Industrial Training for the masses, we mu t hold up his hands and strive
with him, rejoicing in his honors and glorying in the strength of this
Joshua called of God and of man to lead the headless host."
I know of no egro Leader of those days who was opposed to the
program of industrial training as such. When in 1902, Atlanta University made its study of the Negro artisan the conclusion of that
study, which I wrote, said among other things:
"Industrial schools are needed. They are costly and, as yet, not
well organized or very efficient, but they have given the Negro an ideal
of manual toil and helped to a better understanding between whites
and Negroes in the South. Eventually they may be expected to send
out effective artisans, as they have already begun to do."
But from this attitude I passed hi storically on to a fourth path of
emancipation. I was impressed by the fact that race prejudice was
handicapping and holding back not only the industrial, but the mental
and spiritual development of the Negro. I wanted the Talented Tenth
among Negroes to grow and develop not so much for their advantage
as for scientific and cultural leadership of the industrial masses. For
this r eason I proposed to fight the color discrimination which hindered .
the development of Negro ability and Negro work. For twenty-five
years I devoted myself to an agitation against color discrimination. In
so doing, I did not for a moment give up the other two ideas: training
for cultural equality; training for industrial efficiency. But it seemed
to me that the one thing that would make these trainings efficient
would be the disappearance of racial di scrimination. A quarter of a
centu ry of agitation against discrimination brought to me further enlightenment. The fight in which I was helping was by no means a
failure. The Color Bar between 1910 and 1930 was distinctly breached.
Our national citizenship was firmly established by decisions of the
highest courts; lynching was reduced from an average of nearly five
a week in 1892 to one or lef<s a month in 1933. And in general the.
zevere anti- egro feeling was greatly and definitely moalfied.
At the same time this was clear: the overthrow of race prejudice
against Negroes in the United StatE>s could not be accomplished simply
by the efforts of 'egroes. Those effo rts could help; and certainly
Negro acquiescence in present conditions would be fatal. But on the ,
other hand, the Negro fight against prejudice must be aided by white
cooperation and made possible by continuous and progressive change
in race attitude on the part of whites; and in any case the work of at-
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tacking human prejudice as deeply ingrained as that in the United
States; and as firmly interwoven ¼ith our national history, was a matter not of years but of decades; not of decades but of centuries. It was
a slow battle in which there must be retreats and setbacks as well as
progress and victories.
And in the meantime (and this was fundamental lo my newer
tllought) while the battle was going on Negroes must live; lhey must
secure education; they must make sufficient income to establish
homes; maintain health and help support education and th ey must
be intelligently guided in this effort by their own trained bra'ns. Herc
I suddenly saw that not only in some far futur e would our Talented
Tenth with tlle talented of all nations lead all peoples to salvation but
that here and now our own educated Leaders must lead our working
mass and lead them to economic emancipation in an era when the
economic stress was unescapable. That, as it seemed to me, called for
a fifth program which I am putting before lhis body. Thal program i;,
not a change but a modification. It is an attempt lo substitute for perpetually indignant and passionate auitation against wrong, a pcrs! stcnt,
planned scientific procedure to emancipate American Negroes by using
the same thought and methods which are making for lhe emancipation
of laboring classes throughout the world. ·
This program involves the olher three program s and in a sense
it involves the other four. I mean by this, that planned scientific procedure by which the American i\'egro can be led out of lhe wilderness,
involves education for cultural equality and education for skill; and
continued agitation against discrimination. But it involves more than
this. It involves a clear recognition of lhe existence of distinct social
classes in the Negro group; intellectua!s and the partially edu cated
and the unlettered; small capitalists and property holders and PO\'ertystricken workers. What is to be lhe future relation of these groups of
Negroes? What is imperativE'ly demanded today is a olution of the
problem of the relation among our own difl'erent classes of Negroes so
that the accumulated wisdom and skill or the trained classes can be
actually set to the task of leader ship over the mass of people; extracting through this leadership the ahility and genius hicltlen and s uppressed in the mass; saving the group from the lo.ss which class
antagonism and class jealousy ha s always inevitably involved; and
substituting for anarchic, unreasoned lurching forward of the mass of
I>eople, a carefully thought-out directed plan arising within our own
group.
It can be said that this is a dream never realized among any considerable group of people; and that while it is theoretically possi ble,
its practical objectives are of the most difficult nature. 011 the other
hand, like all generalizations of this kind, this is not quite a true
statement. The case of Denmark is one in point. The people of Denmark did in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a marvelous job of
social planning amid threat and discouragement; and despite the present disaster that planning will yet go on to greater triumphs. Some-
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thing similar can be seen in other Scandinavian countries. Especially
the social as well as political revolution in nussia is one of the most
complete and thought-provoking which the world has ever witnessed
and this despite all its mistakes and tragedies. There are beginnings
of similar fundamental changes in China and India. While there has
been no comparable success in England, France and orlh and South
America; nevertheless, in general the college;, and universities or Europe and America despite unplanned programs have furnished much of
the social leadership which has given these countries their high
standard of living. Just as they have also furnished we must concede
the reactionary conservatism which still holds the world so fatally in
thrall.
With a comparatively small group like that of the American Negro, in a country of great economic efficiency like America and spurred
by every high incentive, there is no real reason why cultivated brains
among us may not guide the great mass of our folk to desired economic
and cultural ends. This, of cour. e, depends on the extent to which
these potential leaders have the will to sacrifice their talents to this
end; aud also on the actual kno cvledge which they possess to guide the
mass toward real progress and not back to outworn reaction.
The problem before us clea1·Jy stated is this: to put fourteen million people to work so that they may r eceive an income which wlll insure a civilized standard of living; to make it possible for them to preserve their health; to ke ep crime down to a minimum and to educate
their children; with the eventual object of giving this group sufficient
leisure to advance by means of talented persons among them in
science and art and cultural patterns. And with the further idea that
in so far as these objects are successful, the group will come nearer
to actual equality with their fellow Americans and to civilized people
the world over, and will thus remove from color prejudice every real
reason for its perpetuation.
For such leadership, we have graduated some forty thousand men
and women from college and are sending forth annually today something like two thousand graduates in addition. This takes no account
of the graduates of high schools nor of those college graduates who
have received in addition professional and other higher training. Remembering that many of these graduates have already finished their
work and are dead, this does not make a large directing group even
when added to that invaluable group of natural leaders, who lack
formal academic training but stand by sheer ability. Certainly our
trained class does not justify the facile assumption that we are giving
college training to too many men. Quite the contrary is the fact. But
it does mean that the problem of making this college training efficient
and practical for the great end in view is difficult. We cannot first of
all assunJe that all graduates will automatically become the kind of
leaders needed. Some will become selfish, self-Indulgent business and
· professional men. Some will exploit Negroes in insurance, real estate
and banking as remorselessly as whites exploit us and each other.
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Some will study and graduate and still fail to absorb real and valuable
education. Eliminating all these, there remains a large group of
trained, clear-minded and unselfish men and women whom we must
put to the work of the social uplift of the American Negro.
How shall one do this? It is not easy. We continually assume
that the jobs offered to youth at any time and place are the ones which
youth must be trained to fill and that failure to adapt education to
train men for available work is a failure of education. This is a fundamental misconception. The work which the world needs to have done
is the high ideal and real education trains men to do this wo rk. But
at no time in the every-day world does the available field of work and
pay correspond to the crying social needs; and the essen ce of our
problem today is how to get paying careers for the workers able and
trained to serve the needs of our people, instead of allowing them to
flounder and fail and waste their efforts on unnecessary H not actually
anti-social careers which they alone often offer bread and butter.
Let us then face the fact that today the task of finding opportunity and pay for the endless work of direction and uplift now desperately crying to be done- this task is the most difficult which we face
and yet it is the task and program I am laying before you.
Among our graduates we must select and emphasize a new kind
of unselfish, consecrated leadership, that of industrial leadership fur
social ends. Other leaders we may al so train but we must regard this
industrial leadership as of fundamental importance for the survival
of our group. We are already training some industrial lead er s but discharging them into society with little choice of career in business and
industry except exploitation and legal theft among their own ignorant
masses. A new and wider career must be made for an increa3ing number of men especially trained in economic and social development;
trained by familiarity with the past and knowledge of present trends.
For their use we must gather knowledge of our own economic and
social condition far greater than anything that we have attempted
hitherto and based upon accurate scientific knowledge such as we do
not have today,
We have in the past continually talked, both among egroes and
whites, of tying up the community and the college. We have criticized
ourselves Because this vague and general plan has shown so little accomplishment. The reason is that the comm unity and the college have
at present few common aims. The college is studying history, science
and language; the community is earning a living. For purely cultural
and scientific and ethical contributions it bas at present but narrow demand and curtailed leisure. But, if in the fundamental matter, of the
economic guidance of the community, the college comes in with information, scientifically gathered and interpreted with knowledge of the
best methods past and present for social uplift; then a guided and
ren ewed community will eventually arise with leisure and appetite for
a broader, deeper knowledge and art. We still find the college standIng separate and over-against the community and even in league with
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its enemies; with little regard or intensive knowledge of its surroundings and above all with no clear program as to what should be done
for the community with the knowledge that it has or might gather.
The college is teaching past and present knowledge and applying this
to present conditions; but while its knowl edge of lhe past is attained
by long standardized methods; its knowl edge of present social conditions in its own locality is limited by und etermined [acts, unsetlled
methods of study and varying technique. There is seldom lime and
funds at hand to study it. The community, on lhe other hand, is trying to earn a living. It knows and cares little about the past or about
broader knowledge of the present. It wants bread and is fighting
desperately to get it.
How can the college help tile community to earn a living? First,
it can train students [or existent and available needs and for which it
pays. Sometimes educational philosophers talk as though this was the
one end of the college; and a situation could be easily imagined where
that is pretty nearly true; where you have a settled normal culture
and an arrangement of work which is suitable for that cultu r e, and a
relatively stable economic organization. Under tho e circumstances if
a college trained men efficienlly for these jobs and at the same time
supplied a broad cultural o~tko:c toward the future it woulrl come
pretty nearly doing its main work.
But, of course, in the ca::;e of Negroes this program is not sufficient because the available jobs open to the Negro at present are altogether too limited and too poorly paid and not usually the kind or
work which the community most needs. Often this work is unneeded
and actually harmful. The college then has got to train its student:;
not simply for culture and not simply for existent and available jobs;
but for jobs partially or only possibly available, but which involve
social work which is needed. This involves the risk of training men
for jobs which they may not secure and incurring all lhe risk of the
consequent frustration and disappointment.
The college must do more- far more- than prepare men for job1:1
at present in demand and socially needful. The college must, anticipate
the future needs of the community and prepare education lo meet
them.
Unless the college goes further than training for current jobs and
goes out to meet and cooperate with the community in such a way that
the man awaiting and prepared to do a necessary work for the community can be employed according to his capacity, unless this is done,
the college program is fatally handicapped and the community expansion is crippled. The same thing applies to work which is not now
available for Negroes and may not be during the present generation.
In that case a careful survey of the possibilities among fourteen million people might give an opportunity to create jobs within our owu
group or by cooperation with others. This even more than the other
cases involves a broad study of the economic conditions among Negroes
and possibilities of their organization. It would call not simply for the
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efforts of one college with its immediate community or its state but the
cooperative efforts of the Negro educational institutions of the South.
This leads us to the fact that if the college is to make real and
advantageous approach to its community either its local or its general community, it must be helped by a careful, broad and continuous
study of the social and economic" set-up of that community; that is, we
must know as we do know today the existing occupations of Negroes not
in the vague and general and necessarily inaccurate report of the decennial census, but by minute and complete survey and study of counties, towns and cities where the Negro population is resident. We must
take such a beg-inning as Charles Johnson's regional study of Southern
counties, extend the data to 1940 and then complete it and carry it on
continuously from year to year. We must have a group to group and
person to person knowledge of the condition of the laboring masses,
of their opportunities and hindrances. And this kind of study ought
to be made in accordance with the latest scientific techniques and on
a national basis. There is no reason why a study like that of Allison
Davis and others, THE DEEP SOUTH, should not be made over the
whole South so that we could paint with descriptions, facts and figures, the real social condition of the American 1 egro. The interpretation of this knowledge and its integration with past history and current trends must be the continuously and critically re-examined conclusions of the best trained students of social sciences. We must not
depend on the narrow experience and conventional standards of business men; we must not resort to untried panaceas or emotional utopia:'!.
This study must be Increasingly a matter of science, carried out to Its
inexorable and tested conclusions.
We need in sociology, a race regionalism which will narrow and
concentrate on our Negroes the general regional studies of the South.
Instead of the occasional snapshot of social conditions which was tht'
social study of yesterday, we must aim at a continuous moving picture
of ever increasing range and accuracy.
Already as you a.re more aware than I, beginnings have been made.
We have for instance, widespread study of agriculture among Negroes.
It has not anywhere near the number of agents and helpers that it
needs but its greatest deficiency lies not simply there; its basic deficiency lies in that we are attacking only one part or an economic
problem and that on its weakest side. Agriculture the world over, so
far as organization ls concerned, is a sick industry; a basic indispensable source or the world's most valuable raw materials, but an
industry whose products have, since African slavery, been deliberately
stolen the world over without proper compensation, while the helpless
farmer, peon and serf remains ignorant and unorganized. Particularly
In the our South, the disorganization of agriculture following the collapse of the Cotton Kingdom has been that no attention paid merely to
agriculture itself can paint an accurate picture.
The whole economic picture must be included; the whole question
of raising raw materials, of prices, manufacturing, of conditions of
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work and legal setting must be brought together In one effort to enable us to know how to lift the human laborer to a decent earning capacity, decent conditions of work and average intelligence. Some
studies among Negroes have been made in this line from the point of
view of industry; like Wesley's NEGRO LABOR, Spero and Harris'
BLACK WORKER and Cayton and Mitchell, THE BLACK WORKERS
AND THE NEW UNIONS; but there bas been no attempt to envisage
the whole field of Negro work and this has got to be done by means
of college and regional institutes Jed by administrators, teachers and
students.
This is the kind of thing of which I had a foreshadowing when
last year I invited to the First PHYLO Institute at Atlanta University
a promising group of fifty young Negro social and economic students
from thirty-five Southern institutions. We could not, of course, do
much in one meeting, but I think we did see what a tremendous 1ieltl
of careful investigation in the social sciences lay open to us and what
its coordination and cultivation might mean to both college ancl community and to science itself. The institutions represented there and
represented here today occupy an unique position. As government
supported colleges the burden of
egro higher training in all its
branches is destined more and more to move into your hands and control. The land-grant colleges must not simply duplicate the work of
Howard, Atlanta and Fisk. And these private institutions must not
regard the land-grant colleges as rivalling but rather as fulfilling their
program. This fulfillment will consist of the real and final knitting
of colleges and community. The technique of this knitting was foreshadowed in the program laid by each state on your institution when
it was founded: you were to teach Negroes to work. Very well, now
!~ !~e chance to fulfill this program to the uttermost:
·- · ··1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

To study the history and philosophy of human wo:-k.
To study what work is necessary and i::ocially uplifting aud
what work is needless and hurtful.
To study the real meaning of income, the amount necessary for
civilized existence and the amount which each family is now
getting.
To study skills and technique and inquire which can best bf'
used and taught.

To explore the possibilities of cooperative buying and selling.
To plan new and needed forms of work.
To explore the educational needs of the whole ccmmunity old
and young.
8. To inquire into planned recreation.
9. To study housing, food and living conditions.
10. To study health and crime.
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11. To reveal the actual work and possibilil!es of churches and fraternities.
To explore, count, study and interpret a hundred other matters
of social significance necessary for knowledge.
12. To coordinate the gathering of this scientific data by profes:;ors
and students in these Negro colleges; facts upon which the
community organizing Itself and cooperating with all its elements could use to explore the effort of creating socially
needed work, and especially or organizing cooperative expenditure. Bits of investigation like this have been done and are
being done throughout the South. They need wider intenslflcation, completion, integration; they need scientific guidance and
wide knowledge of the newer technique of the social sciencea.
A national planning institute mu t annually gather up and compare and interpret this great body of fact. There must be provided
for this work sufficient research funds and sufficient time for research.
And finally through a central office, there must be wide and carefully
edited publication of results. It is not only illogical but it is an Indictment of the Negro college that the chief studies of the Negro's condition today are not being done by Negroes and Negro colleges. The
center of gravity as well as truth of investigation should be brought
back to the control of an association of Negro colleges; and this not
for the purpose of creating a 1 egro science or purely racial facts in
science but in order to make sure that the whole undistorted picture
is there and that the complete interpretation is made by those most
competent to do it, through their own lives and training.
U the colleges are successfully to do this vast amount of scientifir
work, they must employ teachers trained in social investigation and interpretation. Such teachers and students must escape the widely current economic illiteracy which the insistent and well-paid propaganda
of manufacturers associations and chambers of commerce are spreading. They need especially to be warned or slavish following of outworn economic axioms; of the idea that bu!>iness is solely for private
profit and not primarily for public service; that consumer's cooperation
is a failure; that public ownership of business is unwise; of the impression which interested persons have widely disseminated that work
cannot be consciously created, organized and distributed for the public good; that the whole matter or work and wage is automatic and
preordained rather than planned social effort.
I leave for future discussion the role which the older Negro
private colleges may play in this program. And also the question ol'
the study of the Negro in the North and especially in the great cities.
I merely suggest in passing that Fisk, Howard, Atlanta, Wilberforce,
Lincoln, Talladega, Dillard and other institutions, might become centers of the most careful study and collaboration in interpretation of
the mass of social data which the land-grant colleges may collect. In
addition to this, it may be that these institutions may become especial centers for the study of the condition of the Negro in the North and
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perhaps through the colored fraternities, Negro graduate students in
Northern institutions together with their white professors might be
brought into this generalized cooperative study of the American egro.
Then rising to meet the ascertained and carefully interpreted fact
of our social situation and the trends of our social development, must
come simultaneously to complement this study, the organized action
and response of the community. The scientific body of information
must not be buried in archives, it must b!' used. But it must not be
gathered piece-meal; for one specific purpose or to prove an already
settled probl em; it must be a broad and increasingly complete socia l
picture resting on infinite and tested social measurements and interpreted by trained and experienced scholars and not by philanthropic
quacks.
Under the leadership of these same colleges, the communitie.3
must proceed to act, explore, experiment and build. They must organize their spending power to the last dollar, r ealizing that a ca refull)·
and intelligently spent dollar is a more powerful ballot than a vote
for a coroner. Advantage must be taken of decentralized cheap power
like the TVA to push a new area of home manufacturers and producers cooperation. The churches can branch into real social work:
they might organize free legal defense for every accused Negro: the
secret orders can further transform their r egalias, ri tuals and parades
into orphanages and student-aid. We can have cooperative medicine
and dentistry and field hospitals to replace private practice. We have
an enormously fertile field for economic experiment, here on the
threshold of a new industrial era. All it needs is scientific study, personal character and coordinated intelligence guided by the colleges.
It is for the inception and carrying out of this program that I am appealing to you today.
I wish you would appoint today a committee to explore the practical possibilities of this united continuous ccoperative study of the
Negro economic and social condition, with a view of setting the
American Negro 011 a new path of progress under the guidance of the
land-grant colleges.
I picture in some dim future a vast map covering the whole floor
space of a room larger than this, on which is set down the complete
economic and social condition of the egro in America according to
minutely accurate scales, measurements and symbols and changing as
conditions change from month to month and year to year.
And studying in front of this map and observing its every variation, the agents and executives of every form of social uplift and
culture, testing their hopes, dreams and acts by the unwavering testimony of scientific truth.
I have long forecast this present occasion. I had hoped, John
Hope had planned, that when it came I would be able to offer you the
full cooperation of the great institutions which I represent to the inception of the enterprise; backed as we are by twenty years of the
first pioneer effort to study the egro ever conceived in America. But
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John Hope is dead and with him died my opportunity of proffering this
cooperation. Yet must this work begin and go on, and I commit It
into your hands.

THE COOPEUATIVF. 'E(HW COLL~GE STCT>Y
R. B. Atwood, President

Kentucky State College
Frankfort, Ky.
The Cooperative Negro College Study C'ame into existence during
the year 1940-41, as a result of the cooperative efforts on the part of
the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Negroes, onference of the Presidents of Xegro Land Grant Colleges, American
Teachers' Association, Association of ollegiate Deans and Registrars
in Negro Schools, and the State Agents for Negro schools.
In January, 1941, a cooperative appeal was made to the General
Education Board from the above named organizations, that resulted
In a grant being made in the amount of $22,120. The U. S. Office of
Education was engaged in completing its Survey of Higher Education
among egroes and not only gave its approval to the cooperative
study project, but made use of it in a number of ways. The services of
some members of its survey stall' as well as much of the materials
gathered in the survey were mad<' available in a number or instances.
The Commission on Teacher Education of the American Council on
Education has cooperated with this tudy in numerous instances.
Thus, it can be seen that the Cooperative 'egro College Study ha11
really been from the very outset a cooperative project indeed.
It has been under the administrative direction of the Executive
Control Committee, consisting of R. B. Atwood, President of the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Negroes, Chairman;
F. G. Clark, President of the Conference of the Presidents of Negro
Land Grant olleges; E. G. McGhce, Jr., State Agent of Negro Schools,
Alabama; T. E. McKinney, Association of Collegiate Deans and Registrars of egro Schools; and H. ouncil Trenholm, Ex-officer of the
Study and Executive Secretary of the American Teachers Association.
The 'ooperative Kegro College Study was set up to promote some
professional services which would facilitate the efforts being made by
the Negro colleges to improve their instructional program and to
stimulate the in-service growth or their faculties. Major emphasis
was to be placed upon the stimulation both of teacher education and
of general collegiate education. Attention was also to be given to th
stimulation of onferences and college study projects which would
utilize the findings of the currently-conducted Survey of Higher Education Among egroes which was made under the immediate direction ot the Division of Higher Education of U1e U. S. Office or Educa-
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tion. The subsidy provided by the General Education Board was for
a two-year period ending 1942-43. It included the use of the services
of Miss Ina Brown, member of the U. S. Office of Education, Survey
Staff. These services have been available for such institutional and
state conferences as were necessary to Implement the utilization or
the survey findings.
The first project of the Cooperative egro College Study was the
sponsorship during the spring of 1941, one-day all-faculty conferences
at thirteen institutions, in ten states, which were pursuing faculty improvement programs and requested the opportunity to 5hare in the
services of consultants made available by the Commission on Teacher
Education. The institutions which requested and shared this service
were Alabama A. & M. Institute; Alabama State Teachers College;
Florida A. & M. College, Fort Valley State College; Kentucky State
College, Southern University, Elizabeth City ( . C.) State Teachers
College; Mississippi Training School; Tennessee A. & I. State College:
Knoxville College; Virginia State
ollege; Hampton Institute and
Bluefield (W. Va.) State Teachers College. Consullants participating
in this service, as contributed rcpre~ontatives of the Commission on
Teacher Education, were Dr. Ernest V. Hollis (5); Dr. . L. Cushman
(3); Mr. H. E. Armstrong (1); Mr. H. E. Snyder (1); Dr. . L. Prall
(1); Dr. George H. Armacost (1): of William and Mary College; and
Mr. Don McXasser (1) of the Norris School.
The second project cf the Cooperative ·egro College Study was
the provision for a faculty representative from ten of the above-li!;ted
thirteen institutions to attend workshops at Northwestern University
or the University of hicago this summer preliminary to their attendance and service, as Junior .onsultantR, al the anticipated ·egro ollege Workshop of this rail. In attendance at the Workshop in Teacher
Education at Northwestern University (July 21-August 15) were (1)
Miss Nanny Evelyn Brandon, Personnel and Guidance Chairman for
the Junior ollege at Alabama State Teachers College; (2) Miss Alice
A. Smith, Dean of Education and the Teacher-Training Division at
Florida A. & M. ollege; (3) Mrs. Ann J. Heartwell, Dean of Women
at Kentucky State allege; (4) Mr. Russell W. Smith, Teacher of
Mathematics at Southern University; (5) Mr. S. D. Williams, Dean of
Instruction at Elizabeth City State Teachers ollege; (6) Miss Elizabeth M. Anderson, Dean of Women at Virginia State College and (7)
Mrs. Othello Harris Jefferson, Professor of Education at Bluefield
State Tea hers ollege. In attendance at the Workshop in General
Education at the University of Chicago (July 26-August 29) were (1)
Mr. R. A. arter, Dean of Instruction and Professor of hemistry at
Alabama A. & M. Institute; (2) Mr. Hardy Liston, Dean of Instruction
and Professor of Education at Knoxville C'ollege and (3) Mr. Herbert
A. Perkins, Associate Director of School of Education and Professor
or Mathematics at Hampton Institute. As members of the Executive
ommlttee, Mr. McGhee, President Tr nholm and I spent brief periods
in observation at each of the.se two workshops. Other colleges, In-
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eluding Talladega, Tuskegee, Fort Valley, Morris Brown, Atlanta niversity, Georgia State, Xavier, and Louisiana 'orma l, had faculty r epresentatives in attendance at these two workshops.
The third project of the Cooperative Negro College Study is the
Negro College Worksho p now being cond ucted at Atlanta University
for the four-we ek period , October 20- ovember 14. Thi s eg ro College Workshop is another of the coo perative projects designed to widen
the opportunity for a larger number of Negro colleges to share the
current program of improvement in admin istration, instruction and
curriculum through the in-service fac ulty-study approach to in stitutional problems in these respective areas. The egro ollege 'iVorkshop was open to any egro co ll ege with, of course, certain limitations made necessary by the funds and facilities available.
The Staff P ersonn el for the Workshop was chosen in terms of the
type of problems which were submi tted by the participat ing in stitutions for incl usion within the three areas of administration, curricu lum
and instruction. The administrative res ponsibility for the direction
or the Negro College Workshop was pl aced wiih th e Executive Committee und er the leader ship of Chairman R. B. Atwood and Exec utive
Officer H. ouncil Trenholm. The ommission on Teacher Education
of the American Council on Education made available the servi ces of
one or more of its field consultants for the entire period of the workshop. Dr. Ina Brown of the Survey of Higher Education Among
Negroes was made ava ilable by the U. S. Office of Education for the
period of the Workshop. Some staIT members from the Workshops
conducted this summer at Northwestern and Chicago wer e avai la ble
for varying periods. Staff rep resentatives from the Secondary School
Study, being conducted by the Association of Colleges ancl Secondary
Schools for 1 eg roes contributed to this Negro ollege Workshop m
areas where their services and experiences were of value. The faculty
representatives, sent to th e workshops at Northwestern and Chica.go
last summer, were among th e facu lty-study group and served as junior
consultants to facilitate the progreosi;; of the participants as a r es ult
of their summer experience with the workshop techniques. A grou p
of outstanding part-time consultants were employed and mad e availab le at advantageous dates during the period of the workshop to the
extent that there are s pecific problems on which they could make particular con t ributions.
Forty-four persons, r epresenting 23 institutions in 13 states, attended the workshop. The registration was as follows:
Alabama A. & M. Institute- R. A. Car ter , James L. Bray.
2. Miles Memorial Colleg M. E. Zealey.
3. Alabama State Teach er s
ollege- Evelyn Brandon , Joseph
Brooks, Robert C. Hatch.
1.

4.

5.

Tuskegee Institute-Queen E. Shoots.
Philander Smith College-Lu cy C. Ba rrow, J. H. Touchstone.

•• I

·• .

~

:-

6. Arkansas State A. M. & N. College - Lawrence a\. Davis, Birdie
L. V. Oldham, Shearl y Roberts.
7. Florida A. & M. College- F. D. Inge, A. A. Smith, K. E. Whitehurst.
8. B thune- ookmat;- 'harl~tbe: ~::Fi>rd.
9. Morehou se ollege - H. V. Eagleson, Hugh Gloste r .
10. Kentucky State Colleg
Ann J. Ileartwell, Harold Smith .
11.

Southern

niversity- John B. Cade, Russell W . Smith.

l 2. Alcorn A. & M. College- Horace D. Murdock, Leonard
Parker.

M.

13. Mississippi Train ing School- E . M. Barron, Mary Whiteside.
14. A. & T . Colleg C 1 . C.) - W. T. Gibbs.
15. Elizabeth ity Stat Teachers College- C. A. John son, S. D.
Williams.
16. Fayetteville State Teachers Collegc- J. B. McRae.
17. Shaw Univers it)• Foste r P . Payn e.
18. Langs ton niver s ity JI. A. Bowen, M. C. Hill.
19.
Jones.

A.

• 1. State f'ollege (Tenn.)-Mrs. W . J . Hal e, Alma Dunn

20.

I-' ,o .. vllle 'ollege

21.
22.

Wil y ollcg
0. W. rump, arnis Hightower.
Hampton In s titute- Herb rt A. Perkins.

2~. Virginia
Johnston .
24 .

Bluefi eld

Hardy Li s ton , Jame s E. Parker.

tale Colle2;e- Elizubeth
late TrachPr'I

M. And e r so n, James H .

'ollege (W. Va.)-Lola Mack.

